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OPINION BY CHAIRMAN HARRISON AND MR. MALONE
Three
(DHR)

final decisions of the Department of Human Resources

procurement officer are under appeal in these consolidated

proceedings

(sometimes

regarding

referred

the

to

captioned

herein

as

contract

CAl)

Department of Health and Mental Hygiene

and

between

DHR

(DHMH)

:1

and

Appellant

the

State

the decision to

terminate Appellant for default for failing to repay a $1.2 million

advance by October 31,

1988

(MSBCA

Appellant a fee on the March 29,

1431);

the decision to

1988 backclaim

($609,220)2

deny

(NSBCA

1408); and the decision to grant damages of $3,175,768 to the State

‘Appellant is essentially Mr. William C. Copeland operating as Copeland and
Associates, Inc. The Respondents are sometimes referred to herein as “State.”
2Actually $609,219.51. Monetary amounts herein are sometimes rounded to the
nearest dollar.
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for

unrealized

budgeted

savings

for

EY

1988

and

1989

FY

and

asserted reprocurement and project maintenance costs flowing from
the alleged default (MSBCA 1576). Inter alia, Appellant seeks an
adjustment

of

approximately

$40,000,000.00

to

relating

fees

()

it

claims it earned prior to termination or would have earned had the
contract not been terminated.
The contract at issue herein was, by its terms,

a contract:

[to] provide the services
for the
purpose of enabling the maximum number of
disabled and potentially disabled General
Public Assistance and State Medical Assistance
recipients and applicants to receive SSI/DI,
Federal MA and other benefits to which they
are entitled
During the first 24
months of this Agreement,
CONTRACTOR will
research the current GPA population and all
new
applicants
and
enroll
all
who
are
presently or potentially disabled into the
Program.
A minimum of 6,500 recipients will
screened
be
for
eligibility
for
federal
Medical Assistance for the disabled.
.

.

Contract,
The
below,

§ 1(1).
provision

of

.

payments

services,

such
and

.

..

would reduce State general

assistance

.

general

fund

discussed

in

expenditures

public

more

detail

for medical

assistance

payments.

Conversion of persons to Federal Medical Assistance would result in
50% of State medical payments being reimbursed by the Federal
Government.

Conversion

of

persons

who

were

general

public

assistance (GPA) recipients to entitlement to Supplemental Security
Income (SSI) and Supplemental Security Disability Insurance (SSDI)
would eliminate the State general public assistance payments to
such persons as well as automatically entitling such persons to
Federal Medical Assistance upon conversion to SSI and a potential
for

an

even

greater

share

expenses for those on SSDI.

of

federal

entitlements

for

medical

The subject services are sometimes

herein referred to as the “GPA—SSI Project” or “revenue project” or
“DEAP project”.
Federal financial participation to be gained from
such services is sometimes referred to herein as FFP.
A.
1.
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In early 1986,

Findings of Fact
Contract Formation

DHR began to explore ways to enhance agency

()

revenue to better serve its client medical assistant and general
public assistance populations.
2.

Subseguently,

in

of

April

1986

DHR

issued

a

contract

to

Appellant for $48,000 to generate a preliminary study concerning a
number of specific revenue enhancement ideas,
including the
claiming of federal funds for medical assistance and general public
assistance
clients
through
conversion
of
the
disabled
and
potentially disabled among such persons to entitlement to Federal
Medical Assistance (FMA) and Supplemental Security Income (551) and
Supplemental
Security
Disability
Insurance
(“GPA—SSI
(SSDI)
Project”).
3.

-

Pursuance

Maryland
employees

in
to

to

the

Appellant’s

summer

explore

of

contract,

1986

revenue

and

met

enhancement

Mr.

Copeland

with

a

ideas.

number
Mr.

visited
of

Diffi

Copeland

issued his final report in March of 1987 evaluating various revenue
enhancement ideas and suggesting how the State might implement
them.
Prior to issuing the final report, Mr. Copeland provided his
conclusions regarding various revenue enhancement proposals id
draft sections. The draft section which addressed GPA—SSI revenue
enhancement and eventually became “Appendix A” to the contract at
issue herein was completed in October 1986. At that time, October,
1986, DHR had not determined how,

or whether,

any of the proposed

revenue enhancement projects would be implemented.
4.

However,

Budget

in

late

1986,

and Fiscal Planning

DHR
(DBFP)

proposed
and

to

to
DHMH

the

Department

that the

of

GPA—SSI

Project be implemented, offering several different scenarios as to
its operation, including the possibility of State management or
hiring a contractor at a fixed fee.
Also at about this time both DHMI{ and DHR conveyed to DBFP
proposed reductions in their budgets for FY 1988 and FY 1989 based
5.

on Mr. Copeland’s estimates of what a GPA—SSI revenue project could
recover for the State.
DBFP agreed with those reductions and DHMH
and OUR made the reductions in their proposed budgets.

3
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6.

The contract at issue herein acknowledges the estimated
budget reduction projections for FY 1988 by requiring that the
contractor “take all reasonable actions necessary to achieve
savings [of $4.35 million].” Contract § 1(2).
7.
At the beginning of 1987, negotiations for the contract at
issue on a sole source basis began between Appellant and the
State (DHR, OMMH and DBF?).
Initial savings projections in the
DEMB and DHR FY 1988 and FY 1589 budgets envisioned a start date

()

for the project in the early spring of 1987.
3owever, contract
negotiations took longer than anticipated due to the inability
to
agree on what percentage of the State savings Appellant would
be
entitled to as a fee for persons converted to Federal MA and/or
551/01, the methodology for calculating what activity the fee
would apply to and the lack of State experience with the type of
procurement involved.
Various fee structures based on a
percentage of State savings were discussed, with Mr. Copeland
proposing a higher or lower percentage fee based on the degree
the State was willing to fund and staff his operations.
The parties finally agreed upon a fee of 28% of the actual
general fund savings resulting from the Appellant’s activities
for each recipient of CPA and/or State Medical Assistance
converted to entitlement to 551/01, Federal MA and other non—
State benefits for a period of 36 months after the date of
eligibility2 Appellant had wanted a higher percentage fee.
As
Appellant’s right to fees is addressed in
§ 11(2) of
contarct, pp. 11-13.
Relevant subsections are quoted below.

the

(A) DHR will pay CONTRACTOR 28% of the actual
savings realized to DHR from General Public
Assistance payments, and to 011MM from State—
_only Medical assistance payments for the first
three years of receipt of federal payments by
each recipient who is accepted for SSI and/or
federal MA, as a result of the CONTRACTOR’s
efforts.
(E)
The eligible period for determining the
CONTRACTOR’s fee is 36 months from the date
4
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o.

a cuid 21.2 ia for a fee at the 28%- level
the State agreed to
advance Appellant up to $1,200,000.00 (sometimes referred to
herein as 1.2 million) for start up costs witk a provision that
,

all funds advanced be repaid by Appellant by October 31, 1988.
The contract went into effect on July 7, 1987, the date of
execution by the last signatory party, DHMH.
8.
As noted above, the draft section of the 1986 exploratory
contract which addressed GPA-SSt revenue enhancement was
incorporated into the contract a: issue herein as Appen
dix A and
the contract, as signed, obligated Appellant to:
execute the Program in accordance with
the conceptual model in Appendix A
As
a minimum expectation, the hypotheses and
projections contained in the CONTRACTOR’s
-

-

-

.

-

each person is eligible for federal MA and/or
SSI/DI or other non-State benefits.
(F)
Upon the date that a recipient is
determined
eligible
for
federal
Medical
Assistance for the disabled (Category 29) by
the Medical Review Team, the CONTRACTOR shall
have fully earned, subject to the provision
s
of
§ II(2)(G)
hereof, the agreed upon
percentage of the actual general fund savings
for the entire eligible period
unless
the
person
is
[finally
determined
ineligible, ages out, moves out of State or
dies].
.

.

-

.

.

-

.

.

.

.

-

.

.

.

-

.

.

.

(G) If the contract is terminated while there
are any persons who have been determined
eligible for federal MA for the disabled
(Category 29) for whom the application process
for 551
is underway and approval
is
pending,
the parties will negotiate and
calculate a net valuation of the CONTRACTOR’S
right to fees for those persons determined
eligible for federal MA for the disabled
(Category 29) based on savings the
CONTRACTOR
would
have
derived
from
such
proportion of those persons [who the parties
agree would likely be eligible for 551 were
the
application
process
continued
to
completion].
.

.

.

.

-

.

5
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report (Apoendix A)
shall be followed
to the extent of screening all persons foun
d
to be in the highest 20% of Medical
ASsistance users in the current CPA
population.”
Contract, §1(1).
The contract alsc required Appellant afte
r this
initial screening of the highest 20% of the
MA users in the CPA
population to conduct further screening
to screen a minimum of
6500 recipients of State General Publ
ic Assistance and State
Medical Assistance for eligibility
for Federal Medical Assistance
for the disabled.
...

Appendix A to the contract, the conc
eptual model which the
Board finds to have been based on
valid assumptions, obligated
the contractor to:
a.
Put the 5,500 most handicapped GPA
recipients on MA by the end of January
1988,
using specially-trained (possibly nonstate)
Medicaid and VOC/Psych review team
s.
b.
Put the 5,500 persons through the 551/01
application process with the Disabil
lity
Determination Unit (DDU) and Social Secu
rity,
using the MA workup material, a new targ
eted
case management unit for representat
ion and
follow-along in the appeals process,
purchased legal services at the
Administrative Law Judge (AU) appeal leve
l,
with the expectation of 4,250 persons mov
ing
from CPA to 551 or 55D
(or beth).
All 5,500
would enter the initial application proc
ess
by the end of February 1588.
3,780 cases
would be through the approval process by
24
months after project start.
The rest would
need up to three more years.
Appendix A, p. 18.
9.
In more comprehensive terms the contract
required Appellant
to provide personnel and/or capabilitie
s by various dates between
February 1+, 1987 and April 1, 1988 -(wh
ich dates were
subsequently extended by the mutual
agreement and/or action of
the parties) to accomplish the following
:
“I(3)(B)
On or before September 15, 1987, CONTRACTOR
shall have
in place:

C
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1.
Essential staff, plus the research and Med
Review Team capabilities for the first persons to enter ical
the
Program, ata minimum beginning rate of 100 persons per
mon
th,
and implementation of the Program according to the prog
ram model
(Appendix A).
2.
Cooperative agreements executed with Disability
Determination Services, Social Security Administ
ration, and other
needed cooperative arrangements.
-

3.
A research project to validate the assumptions
upon
which the project model cost and savings proje
ctions are based,
and thereafter, CONTRACTOR will propose necessary
revisions to
the Agreement.
CONTRACTOR will:
(a)
Document the potential
total GPA population.

eligibility of the

(b)
Place all potential eligibles into grou
pings
prioritized in reiataon to program goal
s, and
(c)
Propose revisions to the program model,
and revenue proJections to be submitted
to the DHR Project
Officer.
(C)

cr before December 15,

cost

1987 CONTRACTOR shall:

1.
Have all staff, Medical Review Team and case
management subcontracts in place; and
2.
Execute an in-depth analysis of the GPA
population, with revised revenue projection
s for FY 88 and 89,
plus further model changes, with auarterly
updates thereafter.
(D)
On or before December 15, 1987, the CONT
RACTOR
agrees to lay out, test and implement a
set of tasks, and outcomes
for an automated (batch based processing)
system, and thereafter,
but no later than April 1, 1988, an automate
d System which will
be based upon the use of a Series 11 Digital
Equipment
Corporation mini-computer (or equivalent) and
software providing
for interactive operation.
The CONTRACTOR will present a
detailed plan for the system,including hard
ware and software
specifications, for review and approval by
DHR, DRNR and as
required x law to assure its compatibility
with other DRR/DHMH
systems and reasonableness as to capacity and
cost of the system.
The system will have the capacity to:
1.
Select cases from the current QPA caseload
with high potential MA and SSI eligibility;
2.
Provide a simple statistically tested meth
od
of screening new cases coming onto the CPA case
load for high
7
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MA/SSI/DI potential;
other program)
SSI/DI/etc.

3.
Track all cases throughout the
eligibility process;

4.
appeal

MA/ss:/DI

(or

Provide a tickler system to meet all
requirements;
-

Utilize exstin9 State data processing
5.
capabilities in AIMS, L.fF and MMIS’ to prevent duplication and
unnecessary expense.
-

(F)
On or before December 15, 1987, CONTRACTOR shall
develop forms, procedures and training to enable income
maintenance workers in local departments to identify potential
551/DI eligibles and refer them to the CONTRACTOR, along with a
copy of an executed Form 340 authorizing CPA reimbursements for
each candidate.
Each person properly referred must be reviewed
by CONTRACTOR for acceptance into the program and reasonable
justification provided by CONTRACTOR to DHR for any persons
denied entry.

—.

(F)
On or before February 15, 1987, CONTRACTOR shall
have in place an executed legal services Agreement to cover
performance of the Services specified in §I(1)(E) [representation
before an AU, Grant Appeals Board and/or Federal District
Court]
(G)
CONTRACTOR shall develop and continue to refine
specific indicators for probable eligibility and, using extract
data (magnetic tape, diskette, hard copy) from the State’s data
bases, as specified in the memorandum of understanding
contemplated by [in] § I (3)(A)(1), periodically screen and
process all current recipients shown to be potentially eligible.
(H)
CONTRACTOR shall plan for State takeover of the
program upon termination of this Agreement including necessary
training of DHR and DHMH staff
[The contract term was to end
June 30, 1992].
10.

flEA? Project cost and returns were estimated in Appendix A

to the contract.

It was estimated the project would cost $19

million in State general

funds (assuming Federal financial

participation was available) over five years and that the project
would return about $55 million in State general
five years.

fund savings over

During eighteen months in FY 1987 and FY 1988

AIMS (Automated Income Maintenance System), AM? (Automated
Master File), MMIS (Medicaid Management Information System).

¶303

8

(January 1987 through June 1988) it wps estimated that the
project would return about $31.7 in State general

fund savings

for a net return of $23.7 million during those two budget years.
ii.

As noted above it was estimated in Appendix A that of the

5500 most handicapped persons, 3780 would be through the 551/ni
approval process by 24 months after project start: and that
conversion of the remainder would require up to three more
years.
The contract also capped fee entitlement to 28% of State
savings attributable to any g:ven person converted for a period
of 36 months and consistent with the 5 year term of the contract
the contract orovided that the AnDellant would enroll no new
persons into the program after June 30,
12.

1989.

The detailed efforts and procedures required to be

undertaken or followed by the ADteiiant to earn its fee relative
to any given Derson converted were not spelled out in the
contract,

but were left for resolution through a Memorandum of

Understanding (MOU) to be subseauentlv negotiated

by the

Darti es.
13.

The MOU (executed an January 29,

1988)

to include a detailed

Operating Procedures section incorporated therein by reference
cescrlzes now a case becomes eng:DIe ror FMA.

As tne r:rst step

the Appellant files the DHME Title XIX aPplication,

along with

It is well to repeat here that conversion to 551 which
relieves the State from making ar.y CPA payments to such persons
also automatically confers Federal Nedical Assistance eligibility.
6 It was also stated as an assumption in Appendix A that 4400
medical assistance users in the CPA population would “almost
certainly” meet disability standards for Federal MA and that a
significant number of these persons would be eligible for ssi/Di
and ultimately Medicare.
See the contract, p 5, § I(3)(A)3, requiring Appellant to
execute or effect a Memorandum of Understanding
“spelling out the
methods for documenting General Fund Savings resulting from the
CONTRACTOR’S efforts and the methods and procedures for calculating
the CONTRACTOR’S fee.”
-

9
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supporting medical and financial eligibility documentation, with
the DEAP Medical Assistance Unit (DMAU).
Thereafter: the DMAU
forwards the medical documentation to the Department of Human
Resources Medical Review Team (DHR MRT) for a determination of
whether the client is medically eligible; and the DMAU determines
whether the client is financially eligible.
MOO, Operating
Procedures § Ii 3 APPROVALJ FOR MA pp. 29-32.
if both determinations are positive the DMAU notifies DLMH
to convert the case from G?A to FMA.
MOO, Operating Procedures
3D, a 3.
However, if the DHR MRT finds the client medically
ineligible, the case is sent back to Appellant. jj.., p. 32, ¶ b.
.

Appellant agreed to establish the Disability Entitlement
Advocacy Program, Contract, 1(1), and in the MOO, Appellant
agreed to accept responsibility for all work necessary to
establish FMA eligibility.
Inter alia Appellant agreed to:
Complete documentation necessary to establish
medical eligibility for FMA (MOO, Operating
Procedures, p. 26, 3);

C)

Organize and pay for a separate DHR Medical
Review Team EDHR MRT: to establish medical

assistance eii;ibility for FMA (MOO, p.

18,

-

While Appellant did this by subcontract with Immediate Care,
Inc., entered into on February 1, 1988, Appellant argues that it
had an in-house MRT, i.e., the Medical Documentation unit under
Mrs. Patricia Caudle consisting of Copeland Associates,
Inc.
employees [see text below] and asserts that this unit constituted
the “MRT’
required to be provided by the contract.
We find
otherwise. The contract does not say the Medical Review Team is an
in-house Medical Documentation unit.
The MOO, refers to the CAl
Medical Wcumentation staff (MOO, Operating Procedures p. 26), as
an entity apart from the Appellant’s MRT (id., p. 28) and the DRE
MRT (id., p. 29).

The contract provides that Appellant will “[e]nter into
subcontracts to obtain staff_qualified to carry out disability
eligibility determinations in accord with federal standards
CAl had no subcontract with the Medical Documentation unit, which
consisted of its own employees.
CAl did have a subcontract with
.

10
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.

Reimburse DER for costs related to
establishing a
separate unit to determine and redeter
mine technical
and financial eligibility for FMA (MDC
p. 18, ¶9).
14.
As noted, on 29 January 1988 the Mem
orandum of Understanding
(HOC) was executed.
The contract [Agreement] of July 7,
1987 to
include Appendix A and the MDC includi
ng the Operating Procedures
attached thereto and made a part ther
eof constitute together the
contract documents or contract at
issue herein.
15.
Thus, the contract documents,
i.e. the contract, require
that in order fcr a case to be
eligible for FMA “as a result of
[Appellant’s] efforts,” Appella
nt must establish both medical
and
financial eligibility.
Appellant only earns a fee if it
successfully completes both effo
rts.
The creation of the DMAU
and the D?.MRT as entities
separated from Appellant’s control
as agreed to by the parties
to lend the appearance of
impartiallity to the DEAF pro
tect.
3.
16.

--

On July 7,

Contract Performance

1987, Mr. Gene Lourey,

a person experienced in

Immediate Care, Inc., the DRE
MRT, which carried out disabillit
y
eligibillity determinations in
accord with federal standards for
CAl cases.
The MRT makes federal disability
determinations “in
accordance with
federal requirements,” Contract,
p. 4, which by
regulation required physician and
social worker review.
Neither
Mrs. Caudle nor anyone in her
unit were physicians or social
workers.
Mrs. Caudle did not refe
Appellant Nfl, nor did Ms. Hartste r to herself or her unit as the
in [see test below), Appellant’s
program supervisor.
The State did not understand that the
Medical
Documentation unit was the contrac
t Mfl.
.

.

.

To get the case on FNA requires an
actual medical eligibility
determination by Appellant’s subcon
tractor, Immediate Care, and an
actual financial eligibility dete
rmination by the CAl funded DN.AU.
The State....does not realize actu
al savings by an in—house “finding”
of eligibility by Appellant.
Appellant also had a subcontrac
provide case assessment and recomm t with Delmarva Foundation to
endations as the Appellant’s MRT.
See the MDC, pp. 10-11, ¶4, and
HOC Operating Procedures,
However, Appellant does not
p. 28.
contend that Delmarva is the
MRT
required by the contract.
Appellant sent only five cases
to
Delmarva and spent only $247.50
on this consulting organization.
11
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data processing and systems analysis: and listed in the contract
as one of the “key personnel” arrived in Maryland
to begin
contract performance.
Mr. Copeland and Mr. Harold Shippee1l
were also present for a period of time in July of 1987, and Bruc
Copeland, Mr. Copeland’s brother, arrived in August, 1987 to
attend to the details of the logistics of quarters and lodging
and was in Maryland from time to time through December, 1987.
17.
By August1 1987 Appellant had hired Ms. Phyllis Hartstein
and Mr. William Home, individuals with experience in human
services management in New York to head project implementation
and operations.
However, no workers to implement and operate the
program were hired until October, 1987 and Mrs. Caudle who was to
hire and supervise medical documentation workers was not hired
until late December 1987.
Appellant did not have adequate staff
to implement and operate the program in place until February,
1388 and even as :ate as May 1988 a draft Procedures Manual
required to be developed by Appellant for DEAF project operation
had not been finally completed.

Key personnel identified in the contract (Appendix B),
Messrs.
Copeland, Iverson and Lourey, were “considered to be
essential to the work being performed under this Agreement.” Mr.
Lourey had operated with Appellant pursuant to oral agreements on
a number of projects in other States.
The focus of the DEAF project was on Baltimore City
(Although it was expanded to certain counties in the July to
August, 1988 timeframe) and references to Maryland generally mean
Baltimore City as the specific geographic location.
Mr. Shippee had previously performed consultant services for
the State and in 1986 had suggested to certain DHR officials that
Mr. Copeland, a former colleague, might be able to assist in
revenue eEHancement initiatives.
For the contract at issue, Mr.
Shippee provided consultant services to Appellant as an individual
and as an officer and stockholder of Copeland & Associates of
Maryland, Inc., formed in October of 1987. While it was requested
by Appellant that the contract at issue herein be transferred to
Copeland & Associates of Maryland, Inc.
this never occurred
because the State did not believe that the Board of Public Works
would approve such a transfer. Copeland & Associates of Maryland,
Inc. was merged into Appellar.t in December of 1990.
,
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Q

18.

Appellant as required by the Not) did establish
the DHR MRT
by subcontract with Immediate Care, Inc. on Febr
uary 1, 1988.
The DMSU; funded by Appellant and staffed with
contractual
employees hired by the State and supervised by
DHR, was fully
operational by April 25, 1988”.
By March 24, 1988, Appellant had commen
ced the process of
conversion to federal entitlements for
only 35 persons.
As of
April 15, 1988 fewer than 15 of Appellan
t’s clients had been
converted from State Medical Assistanc
e to Federal Medical
Assistance and none had completed the
transfer from CPA to 55!.
Nevertheless, the State stipulates that
by November 9, 1988 748
persons had been processed through
both the DHR MRT and the OMAt)
for purposes of FMA eligibility.
The state further stipulates
that of these 748 persons 493 were
eventually placed on SSI as a
result of Appellar.t’s efforts.
19.
Commencing in August of 1387, the State
began to pay
consultant fees and expenses (through
Appellant) to Mr. Copeland,
Mr. Lcurey and Mr. Shippee pursuant to
the $1,200,000.00 advance
payment provision of the contract.
By the time the XoU was
executed at the end of January, 1988,
Messrs. Copeland, Lourey
and shippee had been paid approximately
$141,000 in consultant
fees and expenses out of the funds adva4lced
by the State pursuant
to the advance payment provision of the con
tract. These
consultant fee payments continued, albe
it at a reduced rate ($500
a day rather than $1,000 a day) and alon
g with other expenses,
particularly payments of $68,334.02 to ERIM
Corporation
12 In the
interim,
financial
and technical
eligibility
decisions were made on an ad
h basis by borrowed staff.
13 Mr. Bruce
Copeland was paid $31,540.33 for his activiti
es
in Maryland relating to the logistics of quar
ters and lodging.
ERIM Corporation was a Minnesota corporation retai
ned by Mr.
Lourey to provide services in support of App
ellant’s obligation
under the contract to provide the capability
to research and screen
the highest 20% of State Medical Assistanc
e users, to develop an
automated system for case tracking and man
agement and to assist in
13
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between August 15, 1987 and December 31, 1987 and payments of
$335,476.16-to ERIM Corporation between January 1, 1988 and
October 6, 1988, created a serious cash flow problem for

(3

Appellant in terms of operating the DEAF project 4since no
substantial fees were earned by it for DEAP project conversions
until the summer of £988 wnen :t began to actually convert
persons to Federal Financial Participaticn pursuant to its
contractual obligations.
20.

In order to assist Appellant with its cash flow problems,
the State in the NOU agreed to permit Appellant to receive fees
for certain “back claim” work.
A back claim is a method of
capturing State savings for items passed over for a variety of
reasons in the State’s previous annual Reconciliation Run.
The State had for many years prior to the DEAF project performed
a massive transactional comparison of one set of data to another
set of data at the Baltimore Data Center of the flow of medical

benefits and federal participation through the Federal Health
Care Financing Administration (HCFA) in those benefits.
The
comparison which will give a gross monetary amount of how much
the State owes the Federal Government or vice versa involves a
masszve amount of aata.

Accorc:ngly,

State policy was to print a

copy of only one of every 100 comparisons for individual cases.
The information compared by a Reconciliation Run is dynamic and
therefore reflects the status of the accounts only for the date
the run is undertaken.
21.

The MOU provided in relevant part in regard to back claims:
As a potential CAl interest involving a right
to contingent compensation, such “backclaims”
relate:
-

(A)o that population for which on 6/15/87 there
the development of follow on procedures
Federal Financial Participation.

to maintain and

enhance

Run is the term used by data processing personnel at the
Baltimore Data Center to describe comparing one set of data to
another set of data.
14
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Q

existed a right to calculate and claim for
costs of services rendered during periods
prior to that date and not claimed for as a
“current” claim, and
(B)

to that poulaticn pius others who became GPA
recipients on or after 6/15/87 for services
rendered to them during an eligible period
from before 6/15/37 and up to 1/1/8.

[!]t is expressly understood and agreed that CA!
makes no claim with respect to any such “backclaim”
prepared, and filed for federal payment prior to
11/1/37 by ZEtA
[3]y 11/1/87, it was clearly
established that CA! had participated in discussions
and disclosures and shared technical information
respecting “backclaims” sufficient to establish its
right and interest in any claim filed thereafter with
respect to the undefined population and periods.
MDC,

pp.

4-E.

22.

Appellant began working on back claims.
Eack claims were
filed at various times in FY 1988 and FY 1989 and Appellant was
paid its fee cf 28% of back claim recoveries in accordance with
the language of the MDL!.
23.

Appellant did not determine until the hearing of the appeal
that it had actually been paid 5685,331 relating to back claim
fees :cr wnicn ft naa claimea entitlement in its claims against
the State.
Once it discovered during the hearing that it had in
fact been paid such amcunt for back claim work it withdrew this
claim.
-

24.

Appellant continues to assert that it is entitled to be paid
a fee of $586,423 for a back claim run by the State on September
23, 1987 and filed in December j937.6 reconciling transactions
in FY 1986, a fee of $609,220 for a back claim run by the State
on September 21, 1987 and filed in March of 1988 (MSBCA 1408),
fees of $223,818 for back claims (including pharmacy claims)
submitted after September 30, 1388 and fees of $72,394 and
€

Apellant’s first Proof of Costs, Appendix G—1,
lists
s781;898.2o as the fee to which it is entitled for the State run on
September 23, 1587.

is
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S95,437 for back claims run in March and June of 1989 for
FY 198T
and the first half of FY 1988 respectively.
25.

Appellant argues that it is entitled to these addi
tional
fees under the language of the M0U.
As noted a?ove, the State
(DHMH) had routinely made reconciliation runs, i.e.
back claims,
on its own before Mr. Ccpeland first came tc Mary! and.
These
back claims often produced an unusually large refun
d to the
State.
Concern that a federal audit could result
in demand for
reimbursement of some of this recovery and that
the large
recovery was an invitation for an audit, the
State decided to
split up recovery of the back claims
and spread it out over
several future claims.
The Appellant ran certain of those future
claims, and the State subtracted from App
ellant’s fees that
portion of the claim which related to the prior
back claims
prepared [and filed] by the State.
Appellant asserts it should
be paid for all back claims filed with
the Federal Government by
the State after November 1, 1987 even if
part of the amount is
included in a back claim prepared by the
State prior to November
1, 1987.
However, the MOO is clear.
Entitlement for back claims
only attaches to those claims treDared and
filed with Appellant’s
input subseçuent to November 1, 1987.
The MOU does not entitle
Appellant to a fee for back dlams prepared
by the State prior to
November 1, 1997 but not filed with the Fede
ral Government until
after November i, 1987.
26.

The CPA potulation is a dynamic rather than a
static
population.
During the course of the contract the actual numbe
r
of persons on the State GTh rolls declined by
several thousand
from that estimated in Appendix A (from approxim
ately 22,000 to
17,000).
Appiliant allegedly in response to such decline
:7 Additionally,
Appellant seeks a fee under various theories
for projected late billings under back claim
s of $269,527, and
anticipatory fees for pharmacy assistance
back claims for the
period 12/31/88-6/30/92 of $805,263, and
anticipatory fees of
$7,716,691 for back claims from 1/1/88 through 6/30
/89.
16
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requested that the DEAF project be expanded geographically into
However, such decline did
other counties and entitlement areas.
not materially affect the projections and assumptions relating to
the number of persons who could be converted to federal
entitlements.

Further, the State did not guarantee the number of
persons who would be on the CPA rolls at any given time and
Appellant’s projections
Append:x A were estimates only.
Nor
was the State acting contrary to the contract or otherwise being
unreasonable in its determinations not to expand the DEAP project
into the counties or to ether entitlement areas.
27.
Mr. Copeland testified that as many as 50% of the CPA
population would become converted to federal entitlement, FMA
and/or SSI/SSDI, by so called “natural forces”; i.e., such
converson would occur through the efforts of the CPA client
himself or the efforts of the State or others even if the DEAP
project had never been undertaken.
Mr. Mark Friedman who was
appointed the State’s project manager to oversee the DEAF project
in the spring of iSS (ar.d s also the procurement officer
herein)

estimated more conservatively that only 25% of the CPA
population would move by “natural forces” (sometimes referred to
by the parties as “base line”) to federal entitlement status if
the DEAP project had never been undertaken.
Accordingly, Mr.
Friedman reduced fee payments to Appellant by 25% to reflect this
reality.
We find that such “base line” reduction i appropriate
in determining Appellant’s fees under the contract documents.
The Appellant is only entitled to a fee for 28% of the “actual
savings” realized from receipt of federal payments by each
recipient who is “accepted for 551 and/or federal MA, as a result
of the CQN.TRACTOR’S efforts.”

The base line orriatural forces

reduction is consistent with the conceptual modeling approach set
forth in Appendix A to the contract whiohacknowledges that
certain persons would naturally move to federal entitlement
status while others would require some level of. advocacy effort.
Stated another way, the contract as a whole cannot be reasonably
interpreted to require the contractor to only screen,

i.e.,

17
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identify,

the most likely 6300 candidates for conversion to
federal entitlement and be entitled to collect a fee for any of
those persons who were converted without any advocacy effort by
Appellant.
C.

Contract Termination
28.
3y the end of September, 1938, it was apparent that
Appellant would not be able to repay the $1,200,000.00 advance
by
October 31, 1988.
It was also obvious that although conversions
of CPA clients to rederal f:zanc:al particpaticn nad increas
ed
to apprcximate:y

an Septencer,

1988, the Appellant’s
estimates of cor.versions and actual State savings as contain
ed in
Appendix A of the contract which would be achieved through
its
efforts were and would contanue to be far off the mark. -s
29.
By late October, 1588, the State had made payments to
Appellant or Appellant’s consultants totalling approximately
$3
million.

At this time estimated General Fund savings resulting
from the DEAP project totalled approximately $2.2 million.
30.
The parties commenced negotiations to mutually terminate the

contract on or about September 29, 1988.
However, by late
October the parties were still several million dollars apart
regarding any possible settlement.
31.
The contract provided for three methods of early termination
—

of the contract.

Section IV provided:
IV.
TERM OF AGREEMENT

-

Performanoe under this Agreement shall
commence on June 15, 1987, and shall continue
through June 30, 1592.
Enrollment of new
persons into the program-will end on or
before June 30, 1989.

By October 31, 1988 only approximately 500 persons had been
placed on FMA and approximately 40 had been placed on SS1.
Appellant’s expenses and payments of consultant fees were averaging
$220,000 a month in the September/October 1988 time
frame.
Appellant did contact the Maryland National Bank and the Old Stone
Commercial Corporation in the summer of 1988 to enquire about a
loan to fund the project. However, Appellant never executed a loan
application.
18
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The parties, however, ma mutually agree in
writing to an earlier termination, or DHR, in
its sole discretion, may, after consultation
with DHMH serve upon the CONTRACTOR a written
notification of an intention to terminate the
Agreement as of sixty (60) days or more from
the date of receipt of such notice, pursuant
to either Section V(5) or (6) of this
Agreement.
Section V,

paragraphs (5)

and (6) provided:

(5)
Termination for Convenience:
The
performance of work under this Agreemen
t may
be terminated by DHR, after consultation
with
DaME, in accordance with this clause in
whole, or from time to time in part, when
ever
the Prcject Officer shall determine that
such
termination is :n the best interest of the
State.
DER wi1 pay all reasonable costs
associated with this Agreement that
CONTRACTOR has incurred up to the date of
termination and all reasonable costs
associated with termination of the Agreemen
t.
However, the CONTRACTOR shall not be
reimbursed for any anticipatory profits whic
h
have not been earned up to the date of
termination.
(6)
Termination for Default:
If
CONTRACTOR fails to fulfill its obligation
s
under this Agreement properly and on time or
,
otherwise violates any provisions of the
Agreement, DER may terminate the Agreemen
t.
Prior to terminating this Agreement, DHR
shall give CONTRACTOR thirty (30) days prior
written notice of such default and if
CONTRACTOR has not cured such default within
the thirty (30) day period, DER may, by
written notice within five (5) days after
expiration of this period, terminate the
contract.
The notice shall specify the acts
or omissions relied on as cause for
termination.
All finished or unfinished
supplies and services provided by CONTRACTR
shall, at DHR’s option, become the State’s
property.
DMR shall pay CONTRACTOR fair and
equitable compensation for satisfactory
performance prior to receipt of notice of
termination, less the amount of damages
caused by CONTRACTOR’s breach.
If the
damages are more than the compensation
19
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payable to CONTRACTOR, CONTRACTOR will remain
liable after terminatzon and DER can
affirmatively collect damages.
Upon such termination, DER reserves the
right, at its sole option, after consultation
with DHMH, to continue all subccntracts.
32.

By letter dated November i, 1988, Mr. Friedman, who had also
assumed the role of procurement officer, advised Appellant that
it was in default for failure to repay the 1.2 million advanc
e by
October 31, 1988 and provided the 30 day notice for cure.
33.

Appellant did not repay the 1.2 million by December 1 1988
(or thereafter).
However, an Cr about November 9, 1988, the
parties e:cecuted a document caled “Preliminary Contract
Termination Agreement.”
34.

By letter dated December 2, 1988, Mr. Friedman advised
Appeii’ant that its contract was terminated for default.
The
letter stated that the “effective date of termination will remain
November 9,

1983,

as specified in our Preliminary Contract
Termination Agreement of that date.”
35.

However,

the Preliminary Contract Termination Agreement, the
Board finds to represent a mutual “earlier termination”
of the
contract pursuant to Section IV thereof set fotth above.
Accordingly, while there is no dispute that Appellant failed to
repay the 1.2 million dollar advance, and was thus in default
,
the purported termination for default as set forth i Mr.
Friedman’s letter of December 2, 1988 had no legal effect, the
parties having after lengthy negotiation that commenced in late
September mutually agreed to an earlier, termination date of
November 9,

1988 by their execution of the November 9 Preliminary
Contract T-e-rmination Agreement which provided that:
“The State
shall take--over the flEA? project on November 9, 1988 which the
parties agree is the actual termination date.”
36.

The flEA? project was turned over by the State to Chesapeake
Health Pfan, Inc. on or about November 9, 1988.
subsequently,
the DEAP project work was turned over to Health Management
20
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Associates,

Inc.

(HMA).-

Chesapeakelast provided services to
the DEAF project in January, 1989; thereafter the services were
provided by HNA.
37.

At varying times before the contract was terminated on
November 9, 1988, Appellant complained about the elements of
work
it was required to perform by the terms of the contract and
attempted to maximize its revenues by having the State perform
certain of the tasks it was contractually obligated to
perform.
Appellant, as explained above, also sought to expand into
other
areas of revenue enhancement and to expand the DEAF project
beyond the geographic area of Baltimore City.
Appellant also asserted its belief during the hearing of
the
appeals that the State deliberately frustrated its efforts
to
successfully pursue the DEAF project.
The reasons suggested
by Appellant for the alleged deliberate frustration of the
project were (1) that the State believed it had made a bad
bargain by agreeing to pay Appellant a fee of 28%. and believed

it
could retain a greater portion of federal participation if
the
DEAF project were to be taken over by another contractor and
(2)
dislike of Appellant’s operation displayed by Nelson Sabatini,
who, in the Spring of 1988, filled the position of Deputy
Secretary of DHMH with responsibility for the State’s Medical
Assistance program of which the DEAF project was a part.
38.

The Board finds that there was no deliberate attempt by the
State to frtrstrate the Appellant’s performance.
The Board also
finds that Mr. Sabatini did not take or refuse to take any action
which adversely affected the Appellant’s ability to perform
pursuant to its obligations under the contract documents.
-

-

IIMA was formed using personnel and resources of Chesapeake
Health Plan, Inc. which initially provided the services for
a few
weeks.
20 There
neither party
othr party.
(1981) at p.

is an implied duty in Maryland State contracts that
will do-anything to frustrate the performance of the
Calvert General Contractors, MOOT 1004, 1 MICPEL 1 5
5.
21
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Appellant also asserts that it

39.

Wa5

frustrated in its efforts

to convert CPA and State MA persons to federal

entitlement,

(J

and

thus was unable to generate sufficient fees to repay the 1.2
million, by (1) alleged unanticipated lack of cooperation in the
State bureaucracy and (2) alleged unanticipated lack of existing
State procedures and resources to deal with conversion of the CPA
poDulation to federal entitlement, particularly in the data
processing area.
We shall first discuss alleged data processing
deficiences,
40.

The contract provided as follows concerning data processing
use and responsibilities:
“CONTRACTOR agrees to
implement
an automated
tcase track:ng] system [which) wtii have the capacity to:
...

...

5.
Utilize existing State data prpcessing
capabiflities in AMS, AMF and MMIS
to
prevent duplication and unnecessary expense.”
Contract, § I(3)(D).
*

*

*

“CONTRACTOR shall
using extract data (magnetic
tape, diskette, hard copy) from the State’s databases, as
specified in the memorandum of understandin contemplated by §
(3)(A)(1)
screen and process all current recipients shown to
be potentially eiigbie.”
Contract, § I(3)(C).
.

.

.

,

...

The contract does not make representations concerning the
quality, consistency or reliability of data in and among the
41.

State’s databases.

Appellant agreed to perform the-contract
using State data processing systems “as is,” i.e., (a) existing
State data in a specified format (magnetic tape, diskette, hard
copy), and (b) existing State data processing capabilities in
three different data processing systems (AIMS, AM?, MMIS).
42.

The exact data to be used by Appellant was to be “specified
in the memorandum of understanding.”
Contract, § I (3)(G).
The
MOU, pp. 14-15, generally describes the data (DHR case records
and automated tapes; DHMH tapes and hard copy of MMIS data) and

LI

AIMS (Automated Income Maintenance System), AM? (Automated
Master File), MM:s (Medicaid Management Information System).
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the MOt), Operating procedures, p. 22, specifies: DHR will
provide
AIMS and SVX” tapes; DHMR will provide MMIS data; and Appell
ant
“will merge the DER and DHMH data to create client profi
les from
which cases will be selected in accordance with. criteria
developed by CA!.”
These ;rcv:s:ons of the contract and MOU are unambiguous
.
Even if existing State data is “deficient”, and, as discus
sed
below, we do not find that :t was for purposes of cont
ract
performance, in both the contract and in the MOU
(signed by
Appellant almost seven months after contract execut
ion),
Appellant agreed to use existing State data and data
processing
systems to perform the services called for in the cont
ract.
43.

Regarding the alleged data processing deficienci
es,
Appellant focuses on the following asserted defects.
a.

Multiple MA numbers.
MA recitients are ass:gned an eight-digit MA numbe
r by
:ne sta:: of tne approprlate (i.e. tne recipient’
s county of
residence) local department of social services.
The first two
digits are the county of residence (e.g.,
County).
The original assigned number is
processed through to closure, but that is
so that the same individual may have more

03 is Baltimore
supposed to be
not always timely done,
than one MA number if

for example he changes his county of residence and recei
ves a new
MA number before the old or.e is clcsed.
The extent of this multiple MA number phenomena is not
ascertainable from the record.
One study by the State of 46
recipients (.0025 of the 18,000 CPA population) found that
6
recipients had more than one MA number.
We do not find this
study tobe a statistically valid indication ofthe numbe
r of
persons having multiple MA numbers and, in any event,
the effect
of this phenomena on the DEAP project we conclude is de
minimus.

SDX (State Data Exchange).
The SDX is a tape provided by
the Social Security Administration which shows cases that
have
become eligible for 881.
23
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i*iS pays claims by recipient number; there were no duplicate
Appellant selected high cost cases for processing
claims.
(producing 10,000 client profiles),

even though scme recipients

For the few cases with
claims occurred under another MA number.
more than one NA number, the DMAU chose one number to use,
usually the most recent.
b.

Missing Social Security Numbers (SSNs).

The record reflects that

less than 3% of the CPA population

did not have a social security number listed in a data base.
However,

SSNs are not required for CPA participation and a CPA

recipient without work history may have no SSN,
require SSNs for FMA until

HC?A did not

However, we find that the

1985.

absence of SSNs had no adverse effect on the DEAP project because
Appellant selected cases for processing by MA number, not SSN.
c.

Erroneous SSNs.
Erroneous SSI1s could be caused by State data device
The extent of such errors

operator error or 5SA database errors.
is unknown.

However, Appellant selected cases for processing by

MA number, not SSN,

so such errors would not have significantly

affected the DEAP project.
d.

1tMIS/AIMS/AMF Differences.

Data is not always the same between the three systems
because of human error in independent data entry and lag in
system updates.

However, Appellant selected cases using the MMIS

eligibility file making AIMS/AM? differences redundent.
Appellant resolved demographic differences by reviewing current
AIMS demographic data supplied by DHR staff on a 24-hour
Appellant also received AIMS tapes, enabling
turnaround basis.
it to rev4-ew AIMS data itself.
e.

-

—

MMIS/SDX Differences.

some cases on the tIS reflected as CPA were on the SDX as
SSI

caused by a lag in updating MMIS with SDX and data entry

errors in SDX updating.

The extent of this problem is unknown.

one study showed 7% of a 1341 CPA case sample on SSI, or
The effect of such error we thus find to be de minimus
94 cases.

However,

24
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vn though it caused some wasted expenditures of effort on
individuals who were already receiving 551.
44.

The Board finds that whether considered singly or in
combination the above set forth alleged data defic:encies did not
adversely affect Appellant’s ability to convert CPA persons to
federal

entitlements.

The Board also notes that when Appellant
left Maryland in November of 1988 pursuant to the mutual
termination of the contract it had not yet completed the
automated case tracking system the contract required it to
implement.
45.

Concerning other alleged deficiencies in State proced
ures
and resources Appellant principally’3 contends that it was
at
risk in performance of its contract obligations due to alleged
audit traii’ deficiencies in the State system which advers
ely
affected verification that med:cal claims were made by eligi
ble
providers enrolled in the Medicaid program for services provid
ed
to eligible persons assuring that correct federally allowable
amcunts are pa:d an ca.zulating and filing claims for FFP with
the federal government.
Appellant asserts that these alleged
audit trail defic:encies required it to develop its own
recordkeeping and documentation system to support a complete
audit trail for all federal claims associated with its cases to
ensure that State savings and hence Appellant’s fees would
not be
subject to federal disallowance.
Appellant asserts. that those
efforts it was allegedly required to undertake to address its
audit trail concerns caused delay in implementation of the
project because of Appellant’s alleged inability to “piggyback”
23 Appellant also
contended that the lack ofa single State
applicatTon form fcr all
federal
entitlements hampered its
operation.
The contract does not require that the State provide
such a combined application form and, in any event, the record does
not support a finding that Appellant’s operations were materially
affected by lack of a multi purpose form.

24 An audit trail
is a record that allows a federal reviewer
to verify that a claimed amount was paid for services rendered
by
an eligible provider to an eligible FMA/SSI recipient.
25
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on the State’s existing retroactive claimin
g system as
anticipated and caused alleged unanticipat
ed additional expense
and allocation of data processing resourc
es to development of the
audit trail.
Such alleged expense and allocation of
resources
Appellant asserts also had a continu
ing affect on its ability to
convert clients to FF?.
46.

The contract provided as folows
on audit trail
responsibilities:
“As soon as reasonably possibl
September 13, 1937 [later changed e, but in no case later than
to November 1, 1987 by
agreement] CONTRACTOR shall
effect the following:
.2(b).. .[Ajdopt procedures that
will provide for a
detailed, easily accessible aud
it trail of each case and major
decision point, consistent wit
h applicable federal and STATE
laws and regulations.
Contract, § 1(3)(A).
.

.

.

The CONTRACTOR hereby agrees
and/or DHMJ€ for any payments wit to immediately reimburse DHR
hheld from the State or
adjustments made in funds otherw
ise due the State by the federal
government in connection wit
h any fees paid to the CONTRACTOR
under this Agreement; provided, how
ever, that such reimbursement
shall not be required for payments
withheld or adjustments made
by reason of any failure by DER,
DEME, or any local department of
sccal servlces to comply with the
terms of this Agreement.”
Contract, 5 V(5).
47.

Appellant’s responsibility under
the contract was to affect
and document changes from GTh or
State MA to FMA eligibility*
Pursuant tosuch restonsibility,
Appellant was to adopt
procedures that provide an audit
trail “of each case and major
decision point,” subject to loss
of its 28% fee in the event of
audit disallowance should a federal
reviewer determine, for
example, that a case is not elig
ible for FMA.
Appellant had no responsibility for
verifying that claims
are-made bEligible prbviders enr
olled in the Medicaid program,
assuring.that the correct, federal
ly allowable amounts are paid,
or calculating and filing claims
for Ffl with the Federal
Government.
These remained the responsibility of
DEME.
There
2! Conver
sion to 551 automatically entails
FMA eligibility;

¶303

was no provision in the contract requiring DHNH to
provide a
unique audit trail to discharge its responsibilitie
s.
Pursuant
to the contract DHMH was to regularly compute App
ellant’s fee,
and Appellant was to suffer no loss of fee “by reaso
n cf any
failure by DHR, DHMH, or any local department of
social services
to comply with the terms of this Agre
ement.”
Thus, any audit
trail “failure” on the State’s part wou
ld not affect Appellant’s
fee.
48.

Q

Nevertheless, Appellant made two asse
rtions during
performance of the contract regarding
the audit trail.
First, it
asserted that it was responsible
under the contract for repayment
of 100% of any audit disallowance by
the federal government,
rather than repayment of its :8% fee
notwithstanding that the
State acvisea Appe1ant it reac
tne contract as only requiring
repayment of Appellant’s 28% fee in
the event of audit
disallowance, and provided Appellan
t with an advice of counsel
letter stating so.
See also Contract, II (2)(H).
The Board
finds that Appellant was only require
d to repay its 28% fee in
the event of an audit disallowance unde
r a reasonable reading of
the contract.
Second, Appellant asserted that DKNH had
no audit trail.
However, DHMH had successfully mad claim
e
s for FTP for
retroactive changes to eligibility for
many years before
Appellant’s contract and had the following
audit trails during
the Copeland era.
-.

a.

Recipient Eligibility
Every change to a recipient
eligibility record (over 400,000 Statewide
as of the end of 1991)
contains the following data:
(1) HEO1 (grant record) and HEO2
(individual record) computer screens show
ing up to thirty
periods, or buckets (begin and end date
s) of eligibility, (2)
input 8000 form showing the eligibility
change requested, (3) a
“before” image of the eligibility file,
(4) output 8000 form
showing the change made, (5) an “after”
image of the file, and
(6) a daily log titled “Recipient Elig
ibility Audit Trail”
displaying the recipient record before
and after the change is
-
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made,

and the change.
The REd and HEO2 computer screens contain a “last activity
date” field.
This field allows a reviewer to examine the
-

Q

“Recipient Eligibility Audit Trail” daily log for the date listed
and determine the change made, even where later periods of
eligibility overlap earlier periods.
The daily log also contains
a “last activity date” field, allowing a reviewer to examine the
previous change by inspecting the log for the earlier date, which
also contains a “last activity date.” Through this process, OHM!!
maintains a complete audit trail record of every change to a
recipient’s eligibility record.
b.
Claiming
DHMH’s claiming mechanism for FF2 resulting
from retroactive changes to a recipient’s eligibility is the
annual reconciliation run.
This run compares the category of
-

recipient eligibility on the date a service was rendered (the
category is entered on the Claims Paid History file when the
claim is paid) with the category of eligibility shown, as of the
date of the run on the Recipient Eligibility Master file.
For
example; (1) on March i, a person eligible for CPA receives

medical services from a program provided; (2) the provider’s
claim, when received and paid, is coded as 04 (i.e. CPA); (3) on
November i, the CPA recipient’s eligibility changed to SSI (Code
06), retroactive to March i, entitling the State to 50% FFP for

Q

the claim paid under the 04 category; and (4) in February of the
next year, the reconciliation run is run.
The run shows that the
non-federal amount of the claim for services rendered on March 1
is now eligible for FF2, and this run is submitted as supporting
documentation for retroactive adjustments claimed on line 7 of
the HCFA—64 (quarterly F?? claiming report).
——

For over ten years before Appellant’s contract, the State
used the reconciliation run to adjust its claiming to the Federa
l
Government.
After the HCFA-64 was filed, federal reviewers came
on site to review the supporting documentation, including the
reconciliation run output.
At the time of the hearing of this
appeal the Federal Government had never disallowed a single claim
28
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as a result of the form or content of. the reconciliation run
output.
49.

As noted in Finding of Fact No.

1 change out of every 100 changes.

20 above, DHNH printed only
Appellant argues this results

in an inadecuate data record for audit purposes.

However,

federal reviewers have never required more than a sample to
review.

For System Performance Reviews before Appellant’s

contract, HCFA asked DHMH to supply 80 claims from a universe of
7.5 million claims
detail

(.00001)

for audit and review.

While the

of the reconciliation run has not been examined, use of

samples in federal

reviews of Maryland data was well-established

before Appellant’s contract.
Indeed, had federal
reconciliation run,
detail.

of the

the State had the ability to print this

A change to the trint mode (to capture every record,

instead of every 100)
federal

reviewers desired all the detail

can be accomplished in minutes.

Should

reviewers request every change in the onsite visit after

the quarterly HCFA-64 is filed, DHMH would rerun the weekly
eligibility tape used to run the reconciliation run which tape is
retained for 45 days or thereafter the monthly eligibility tape
retained for one year.
one year,

Uoon a federal

request

for review beyond

DEME has the ability to reconstruct eligibility and

claims history by comparing the two files.
Finally, notwithstanding that federal

reviewers had never

required such detail

from documents to support claim changes,

Appellant’s recuest,

DM1€

at

did print every change made by the

reconciliation run in connection with claiming FFP for the
SDX/MMIS tape matches.
50.

Despite Apnellant’s alleged audit trail concerns,

it took no

records with it when it left Maryland following the mutual
termination of the contract on November 9,

1988; not even a list

of the names of the clients it had allegedly converted to FTP.
51.

Appellant also asserts it was hampered in its efforts to

achieve FFP and thus repay the $1.2 million advance by alleged
unant±cipated lack of cooperation in the State bureaucracy.

In
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this regard Appellant asserts that int
ernal dispute within
agencies and disputes between agencies ove
r how to dminister the
flEA? project hampered Appellant’s
ability to receive prompt
answers and decisions from State off
icials and to receive
necessary data and information.
The extent of such alleged
disputes and lack of cooperatio
n are set forth in a report (Ru
le
4 File, Tab 98) prepared by a
DHR employee, Ms. Sharon Nathanson
.
r. summary Ms. Natnanscn conciuc
ec:
Th:s report identifies the maj
or proble.ms and issues in the
contract between CAl, DHR and
DHMH.
While six major areas have
subsumed under just two categor been covered, all could be
ies: management and clients.
Management
The project needs a much stronger
management
structure.
A project officer needs to be
off
icia
lly
appointed
either by DHR or DHMH who can
carry day to day responsibility for
this contract.
The designee must carry the wei
ght or the
Secretaries as well as have
line authority to the people who
must
carry out the intricacies
of this contract.
A two tier
management team needs to be
established and should meet regular
ly
to handle the myriad of issu
es arising out of this contract.
Too
many issues are elevated, when
a decision could be made at a
lower level.
-

The vendor needs to be held acc
ountable to the contract,
which includes the meeting
of milestones, the development of
timely progress reports and gen
erally carrying out the work
identified in the contract.
Generally accepted -management tools
should be used such as a wor
kplan, regular working meetings,
minutes to record decisions,
consistent statistical reports,
written progress reports, etc.
-

The vendor also needs to cla
rify its management structure.
Kaving three top management
people communicate with both
Departments is also confusing.
Cne person should.be designated
the Project Officer for the
vendor and all policy memos and
issues should be resolved thro
ugh that person.
Becatse of this lack of structu
re, communication is informal
or between the parties which
can’t make a decision.
There is the
appearance of lack of decision
making and issues never come to
resolution.
The issues of contract managemen
t, contract compliance,
backclaims, data processing and
fee could all be resolved if a
strong manager and managemen
t team(s) were in place.
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Clients
Regardless of the manaement structure, it is
still not clear if the clients are there in the numbers
originally envisioned.
Both Departments need an immediate
detailed assessment of the number of clients which CAl
anticipates processing during the term of the contract.
If the
clients are not there, some major restructuring of the contract
will be necessary.
-

The Board,

as noted above,

does not find that the decrease
in the client population adversely affected contract performance
or required any restructuring of the contract.
See Finding of
Fact No.

26.

However, the Board does find that Ms. Nathanson’s
report noes accuratey summar:ze tne management probiems
encountered by both parties.
These problems had been addressed
and mostly remedied at the time the parties determined to
mutually terminate the contract.
The record does not support
ppeant’s content:on tnat tne State procems :aentaraea were or
sucn severity as to materally impece or hamper Apeilant’s
efforts to achieve Fl? and repay the $1.2 million advance.
52.
A certain portion (13%) or fees earned by Appellant were
placed in an anterest bearing escrow account on four different
occasions in 1988, in the event of an audit disallowance by the
Federal Government.’
-The contract provides that;
To assure that funds are available to cover any required
refund of fees paid to the CONTRACTOR, 15% of all funds earned by
the CONTRACTOR under this Agreement shall be retained by the State
in a separate interest bearing account for a period of three years
after the date of termination of the Agreement.
Thereupon the
parties shall review any disallowance or audit action taken or
pending, and arrive at an estimate of their actual or potential
cost to the State.
To the extent, if any, that the value of the
account hereunder exceeds such estimate, the excess shall be
immediately payable to the CONTRACTOR.
Not more than .two years
thereafter, the parties shall conduct a further review of such
actions in process or pending that may result in potential charges
against the account and the parties will negotiate a fair and
equitable final settlement of the acount.
The final contract
payment will not be made until aftef certification is received from
the comptroller of the State that all taxes have been paid.
DHR is
not required to, and will not withhold Federal, Maryland, FICA,
FUTA, or similar taxes from payments hereunder; payment of all such
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s of January 31,

1992, principal

and interest on these
escrowed funds totalled $372,965.84.
Additionlly, as of January
31, 1992 principal amounts and interest thereon of funds withheld
from Appellant but not deposited into escrow totalled $82,954.05.
53.
The parties have stipulated that the value of CA! inventory
acquired by the State upon termination of the contract on
November 9, 1988 was S59,856.80 as of November 8, 1588, and
Appellant is entitled to a credit for such amount.
54.

The parties have stipuated that the value of the CA! PDP-1
i
and ancillary computer equipment accuired by the State upon
termination of the contract on November 9, 1988 and thereafter
used for the State’s own purposes was $47,000.00 as of Novem
ber
8,

1988,

and Appellant is entitled to a credit for such amount.
55.
The record reflects that the State paid 530,568.95 to
approximately 24 vendors’ for services rendered to Appellant
prier to contract termination on November 9, 1988.
The record
further reflects that such expenses were reasonable and incurre
d
in performance of the flEA? project by Appellant in the
September/October, 1988 timerame and that payment was necess
ary
to keep the :EA? troject in operation.
Accordingly, the State is
entitLed to a credit for its payment of $30,568.95 to variou
s
vendors.
56.

The State is entitled to interest on the $1,200,000 advanced
at the various rates of interest applied to the 15%’of funds
withheld from Appellant’s fees and escrowed as discussed in
Finding of Fact No. 52 above from October 31, 1988 through
taxes are the sole responsibility of the CONTRACTOR, in accord
ance
with §I(S3.
It is agreed that the percentage retained hereunder
may be increased by the state beyond 13% upon written notice to
the
CONTRACTOR, should such increase become necessary in order to
cover
the cost of a disallowance of federal funds or settlement
of
CONTRACTOR costs below $1,500 per person screened as described
in
§1(5), above.
Contract §II(2)(H).
These vendors included among others cab companies,
medical services providers and C&? Telephone Company.
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various

January 31,
until

1992 and thereafter at the rate of 10% per annum

the date of this decision.

Following the date of this

decision interest on the total amount

($1,200,000 plus interest)

existing as of the date of this decision shall accrue interest at
the rate of interest on judgments until paid.
57.

The State seeks transition costs

transferring the DEAF project to HMA,

(i.e.

the costs of

the follow on contractor)

in the aggregate amount of $45,514.11 paid to Chesapeake Health
Plan,

Inc.

(Chesapeake,

from which HNA was formed) and a local

law firm for professional

services required to affect the

transition during the veriod November 9,
1989

1988 to January 31,

Tne oasis :or sucn State caim as tnat no trans.ton woula

have been necessary and thus such costs would not have been
incurred but for ApDeiiant’s default terminat:on.

However, the

Board has found that the termination was for the mutual
convenience or the nartles anc tnus, whiie tne Soara fanas tne
transition costs to be reasonable,

the Appellant is not liable

for such costs.
38.

The State seeks to recover amounts it paid for DEAF project

costs incurred during the period November i,
November 8,1983.

1988 through

-

Pursuant to the Preliminary Contract Termination Agreement,
the actual
9,

termnat:on cate or ApDellant’s contract was Novemner

£988 ana upon tnas cate tne State was to take over tim DEAF

project.

Despite the November 9 date,

Appellant failed to

provide funds for operating expenses from November 1 through
November 8.

The State claims project expenses of $65,290.26 for

that period,

calculated pursuant to the following methodology.

Program expenses, November 1988
G & A expenses, November 1988
Less November 1988 Chesapeake
management fees, HMA legal
fees, and interest
[previously claimed as

$144,483.59
78,799.21
$223,262.80
.

-

-

18064.78
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transition costs]

$203,198.02

Average November 1388 project
costs/day ($205,198.02 dividea
by 22 working days)

$

Project Costs, November 1-8

$ 63,290.26

5,327.18

We find the State’s method of calculating such costs to be
appropriate and to reasonably capture actual operating expenses
for the period November 1, 1988 through November 8, 1988.
The
State is thus entitled to be reimbursed for such costs in the
amount of $63,290.26.
59.

Following ccntract termination, HMA undertook an evaluation
of the computer needs of the DEAF project .HMA made a business
;ucgment tnat :t wouc ce iess expens:ve anc more ef::caent to
expanc Appeiant’s rC-zasec Q ano A system rather than use tne
PDP—11 system referenced in the contract and related SIMS’3
software.

The cost (labor and equipment) of expanding the
existing PC system was $98,226.62.
These costs were incurred by
HNA and paid by the State.
The Board finds these costs to be
reasonable.

However, because the contract was mutually

terminated by the parties,

the Board need not consider whether

pursuant to the termination for default clause the State is
entitled to be reimbursed for the cost’of the follow—on
contractor’s

(HMA) business decision to use the expanded PC-based
Q and A system and the State’s claim for, $98,226.62 for the cost.
of such expansion 13 denied.
The State s not entitled to
reimbursement for costs arising out of a business judgment by the
follow on contractor under the terms of the Preliminary Contract
Termination Agreement.
60.

The State’s claim for alleged unrealized budgeted savings
for FT 1988 and F? 1989 in the amount of $3,175,768 (subsequently

28 Part of the expense of using the PDP-11
and SIMS software
-included substantial license fees payable to a third party licensor
(Sedna Corporation of which Mr. Lourey was President) for use of
the SIMS software.
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amended upward to S3,198,36O2) is set -forth in the Procurement
Officer’s decision in MSBCA 1576 in relevant part as follows:
The State reduced the budget it submitted to the
General Assembly by $10,219,000 over two years, but
realized only $7,043,232 in revenue.
Its damages are
$3,175,768, calculated as follows:
Recorded savings from CAl’s 747 cases through FY
‘89 total $3,103,810.
However, this clerical record
does not accurately depict actual State savings, i.e.,
savings the State would not have realized absent CAl’s
efforts.
Part of the recorded savings from CAl’s 747
cases are not actual savings, but, rather, are savings
which duplicate savincs achieved in the ordinary course
of State business by a pre-existing baseline of cases
converting to SSI/DI without any advocacy assistance.
This baseline must be discounted in order to reflect
actual State savings.
A discount of 25% s applied to
CAl’s recorded savinos from the 747 cases after two
years, to adjust those savings to $2,327,838.
Subtracting CAl’s fee of 5651,900 (29% x 52,327,858)
yields a net general fund savings of $1,676,058).
The State has credited CA: with $7,403,493 in
gross savings achieved by various backclaims.
Subtracting CAl’s fees of $2,072,978 and DHMH expenses
of $54,326 yields net general fund savings of
$5,330,SiS for backciaims.
-—

HMA’s work in FY ‘89 produced $1,451,170 in
recorded savings.
Savings from HMA cases are not
suect to tne same 7% adustment as CAl’s cases
because case selection procedures were adjusted to
However, because there may
account for the baseline.
be some overlap in the pre-existing baseline and HNA
cases, a 5% discount is applied to HMA’s savings,
yielding adjusted savings of $1,378,622.
The State
EMA’s costs for FY ‘89 were $1,808,156.
received 25.78% FTP for administrative costs, reducing
HMA’s costs to $1,342,043.
Subtracting HMA costs from
HMA savings yields a net general fund savings of
$36,569.
-

The State’s claim against CAl is as follows:
29 Such upward amendment appears in Respondent’s Response and
Cross-Statement to Appellant’s Statement on Proof of Costs filed
with the Board in October of 1991 and in Respondent’s Statement on
Proof of Costs dated May 9, 1991.
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Projected Revenue, FY

‘86 and

‘89

$10,219,000

Actual Revenue, FY ‘88 and’89
1.
2.
3.

CAl case revenue
CAl backclajm revenue
HHA revenue
Subtotal:

$

1,676,058
5,330,515
36,659 [sic]
7,043,232

State revenue loss:

$

3,175,766

Such claim for reasons more particularly
set forth below is
denied because the contract did not oblig
ate the Appellant to
specifically achieve a level of budgeted
savings but only
obligated Appellant to “take all reaso
nable actions necessary to
achieve.. .savings of 54.35 million
in FY 198$]” because such
savings had already been anticipated
in the DHR and DHMH FY 1988
budgets prior to contract execution.
Such language does not
constitute a guarantee.
Appendix A to the contract contained
proecticns for savings which were estimates
not guarantees.
61.
The contract, Section II(2)(S), required App
ellant to assume
the costs of funding the DEAF Medical
Assistance Unit (“DMU”) as
part of the pro;ec: costs.
The MOU, p. 18, affirmed CAl’s
obligation to:
Re:mburse DER for reasonable staff costs
related to establishing a separate unit to
determine Int:al technical and financial
eligibility for MA and to perfcrm
redeterminations of eligibility, according
to
regula::ons, guidelines and procedures
established by DHNH.
As of the date of mutual termination, November
9, 1588, DHR
had incurred DMAU funding costs of $53,999.
74 which CAl has not
reimbursed.
The State is entitled to be reimbursed such
amount.
-—

Decision
A.

FMA/SSI/DI Entitlement

The parties stipulated that a 28% fee would
be paid for 748
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C

(a/k/a Group 74) cases converted froth GPA or State MA to 55!
The parties have sttpuiated that these cases were

or FM?..

financially and technically eligible by

accepted as medically,

the DHR MRT and the DMAU for FMA or were converted to 351 prior
to November 9, 1588 due to Appellant’s efforts from which the
State realized actual

savings.

The parties stipulated the vaue

of the FMA savings for those 743 cases to be $7,360,363 and the
CPA savings to be $3,088,464.
stipulation. However,

the Board does not adopt the legal

factual stipulations of
the 748 cases,

The Board will not disturb the
and

the parties as the parameters for any of

as being applicable to any case outside of this

group.

Cases outside of the 748 Group 74 stipulations must stand

or fail

on their own merit.

Applying the requirements of the

contract documents to Appellant’s entitlement to a fee we f:nd
entitlement to a fee ex:sts only for the 748 Group 74 cases.
certain deductions or adjustment must be made to the

However,

tees tor tne Group

,4 cases.

We w:: Init:a.sy :ocus prncipady

on FMA fees and adjustments and then deal with 551

fees and

adjustments.
Appellant’s r:;ht to fees is addressed in §
contract;

11(2)

of the

to wit:

(A)

DHR WILL pay CONTRACTOR 28% of the actual
savings realized to DHR from General Public
Assistance payments, and to DHMM from Stateonly Medical Assistance payments for the
first three years of receipt of federal
benefits by each recipient who is accepted
for 551 and/or federal MA, as a result of the
CONTRACTOR’S efforts.

(F)

The eligible period for determining the
CONTRACTOR’s fee is 36 months from the date
—each person as eligible for federal MA and/or

The parties referred to this group during the hearing as
generally encompassing persons relative to whom the State agreed
Appellant was entitled to a fee.
The list of names for Group 74
changed during the hearing as Appellant reorganized its groups.
Appellant’s various groupings of cases are discussed in detail
below.
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851/01 or other non-state benefits.
(F)

Upon the date that a recipient is
determined eligible for federal Medical
Assistance for the disabled (category 29) by
the Medical Review Team, the CONTRACTOR shall
have fully earned, subject to the provisions
hereof, the agreed upon
of § II(2)(G)
percentage of the actual general fund savings
. . .

.

(G)

If the contract is terminated while there are
any persons who have been determined eligible
for federal MA for the disabled (category 29)
for whom the application process for 551
(2)
is underway and approval is pending,
the parties will negotiate and calculate a
net valuation of the CONTRACTOR’S right to
fees for those persons determined eligible
for federal MA for the disabled (category 29)
based on savings the cONT?.ACTCR would have
derived from such proportion of those persons
[who would probably be eligible for 551].
.

Section 11(2) of the contract,
places

(subsections (A)(E)(F) &

thus in several separate

(C)),

states that CAl is entitled

to a 28% fee only in the event of reciwient accettance or
Tb_s :s tne f_rst cr:teraa for CAl
eg_cn:ty for FMA or 551
fee entitlement: actual eligibility for PHA or 551.
Section 11(2) of the contract provides as a second criteria
for fee payment to Apteliant that cases be “accepted for 551
See
and/or federal MA as a result of the cONTRACTOR’S efforts.”
line five (“CONTRACTOR will be paid a fee
equal to 28% of the actual general fund savings resulting from
•I)
and Contract p. 12, (2) (F)
the CONTRACTOR’S activities..

also Contract

p

2,

(“CONTRACTOR payment for an individual client will be calculated
only for those periods in which the client receives non-State
benefits as a result of CONTRACTOR ictivities

“).

Emphasis

added.
The detailed efforts necessary for Appellant to place a case
on FMA and/or 551 were not spelled out in the contract, but were
See Contract, p. 5, § I (3)(A)3,
left for resolution in the MOU.
requiring CA! to execute or effect a “Memorandum of Understanding
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Q

spelling out the methods for doc’menting Gene
ral Fund savings
resulting from the CONTRACTOR’S efforts and th&
methods and
procedures for calculatina the CONTRACTOR’s FEE.’
Emphasis
added.
The MOO,

Operating Procedures,

p. 29, § Ii A&S, describes
how a case becomes eligible for FMA.
Appellant files the DHM}i
Title XIX application, along with suppcrt:n
g medical and
financial eligibility documentation, with
the DMAU.
Thereafter:
(1)
The DMAU forwards mater:al to the DHR
MRT,
which finds the client medically elig
ible;
and
(2)

The DMAU finds the client financia
lly
el :g:bi e.

If both findings are posItive the DMAU
notifies DF.NH to
convert the case from GPA to FMA.
If, instead, the DHR MRT finds
the client med:caliy ineligible, the
case s returned to
Appellant.
If the DMAU finds the case financially inel
igible,
the DMAU notifies Apteliant of the
client’s ineligibility.
In the contract, CM agreed to establis
h 0Th?.
In the MOO,
CAl agreed to accept respons:bility for
all work necessary to
establish FMA eligibility.
In the aggregate, Appellant agreed
to:
-

*

Complete documentation necessary to esta
blish
medical eligibility for FRA;

*

Organize and pay for a separate DHR Med
ical
Review Team to establish medical assi
stance
eligibility icr FMA.
CAl did this by
subcontract with Immediate Care, Inc
.;

*

.Somplete documentation necessary to esta
blish
technical and financial eligibility for
FMA;
and

*

Pay DHR to establish a separate 0Th? Med
ical
Assistance Unit (“DMAU”) to determine
technical and financial

Thus,

the contract documents

eligibility for FMA.
(contract and MOU) provide that
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in order for a case to be eligible for FMA “as a resu
lt of CAl’s
efforts,” Appellant must establish both medicai and
financial
eligibility.
Appellant earns a fee only if it 5uccessfully
completes both efforts.
Further, Appellant is entitled to a fee only when
the State
receives “actual savings.” The Contract,
§ II(2)(A) provides
“DHR WILL pay CONTRACTOR 2S% of the actual savings
realized . .
Emphasis added.
The State receives no savings until a recipient
is actually converted to fliA; a medical elig
ibility determination
alone does not result in an ThA conv
ersion, and the State
realizes no savings.
Thus, the “actual savings” requirement
of
the contract means that a case must
be eligible for and converted
to FMA before CAl is entitled to a fee.
Accordingly, under the contract documen
ts, Appellant is
entitled to a fee on State MA savings
if, before termination,
three crateria are met:
A case as acceptec as eiigible ror FMA,
2.
As a resuit C: CA! e::orts, aria
3.
The State realizes actual savings.
Pursuant to the above requarements, App
ellant would have to
find the client and obtain authorization
for representation. it
would have to evaluate the claim, file-all
claim .forms, gather
medical and financial information and
provide this to the DF{AU.
£.

31 The cont
ract requirement that Appellant be paid only
on the
basis of “actual savings” is signific
ant in another respect.
“Actual savings” must logically mean savin
gs over and above the
savings the State was already achieving
from FMA/SSI conversions
before contract execution. The parties share
d this interpretation,
but assumed that only a few 551 case rtnve
rsions were occurring.
The fact ota baseline (baseline cases and natu
ral forces cases are
two terms used interchangeably Throughout
the record) of 150-180
cases per month converting to 551 without
advocacy assistance
actually occurring after the contract was
executed, means that all
recorded savings achieved during contract
performance from cases
converting to FMA/S5I are not “actual”
savings.
Mr. Copeland
testified that these “natural forces” cases
could comprise as many
as 50% of the converted population.
Mr. Friedman used a more
conservative 25% estimate.
.
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C)

if a file is properly before the DMAU,
to the DHR.MRT for medical evaluat:on.

it would subsequently go
if medically satisfactory

the case would still have to meet the fina
ncial eligibility test
of the DMAU.
If both medical and financial criteria are
met the
DMAU would then notify DHMH to convert the
case to FMA from State
MA.
All of these requirements must be met
for Appellant to be
entitled to a fee and they must have occ
urred prior to November
9, 1988.
By virtue of the State stipulation as
to the Group 74
748 cases that all these con
tractually required acts occurred
prior to November 9,1955 we find
entitlement.
In all other
respects for all other Groups or case
s (i.e. Groups 73-10 as
discussed in further detail below)
entitlement is denied.
Appellant’s argument that all it
need do to earn its fee was
screen a person for probable eligibil
lity or at most screen and
have an authorized reDresentative
form executed by a person
ultimately fcund entitled to federal
benefits is untenable, since
:c assumes someone cter tnan CAl
Wifl
compiete tne process.
AppelLant zases tns argument upon
a section or tne contract
wnicn aescrizec vaua::on or tees
tor SI el:gaDisity tnrougn
negotiation by the parties, if case
s are not complete prior to
termination.” €owever, the artes
failed to negotiate and
calèulate a fee for these cases beyo
nd. the stipulated Group 74.
The Board cannot speculate on which
cases would or would not be
placed on federal benefits.
Cal made no attempt to.directly link
its efforts to any specific case beyo
nd the 748 cases in Group
74.
with very limited exception for a few
CPA persons there was
no showing of actual hands on advocacy
by Appellant, only indicia
in the record of the ultimate result.’3
32 See Con
tract § II(2)(G).

.

-

The record in this appeal concerning enti
tlement and quantum
largely consists
of
Appeilant’s
evaluation
of
records
and
applications of statistical models ther
eto several years Wafter
contract termination.
This process of evaluation ultimately
resulted in numerous revisions to the
Appellant’s Proof of Costs.
CAl’s Proof of Costs, updated and refi
ned several times during and
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Years after the termination of the contrac CAl
t
consultants
attempted to reconstruct a value for the fees
to which it asserts
entitlement.
CAl did not have a list of it’s clients nam
es.
The
attempted reconstruction followed the follo
wing method,
Appellant requested that the State prov
ide a complete list of
names cf Persons listed with the DEA?
project, before, durzng and
after the CAl era or “Copeland era”
which Appellant defined as
July 1987 through December 1588.
They used this list and
requested TPQYs (a federal form refl
ecting SSI eligibility) from
the Federal Government to find whic
h of the cases were successful
in securing federal benefits.
CAl then made a detailed
examination of all available records
through the fall of 1991,
for any indication of a date whic
h encompassed the CAl era.
If
any note, T?QY, DER-DHMN i:st cr
any other source gave indicia
that something was done on an 5SI/
FMA claim, during the CA! era,
CAl then selected that case as a CA!
fee entitled case.
Very
little evidence was offered at the
hearing or otherwise as to any
link between actual work or advocacy
by CA! and the ultimate
success of any claimed case.
In fact, the evidence presented by
Appellant demonstrated that in cert
ain instances efforts by

once-after the hearing of the appeal,
relies upon the accuracy of
the records of
others.
The Federal,
State and follow on
contractor’s records were what Appellan
t used to construct and
reconstruct its efforts. This was req
uired since Appellant kept no
separate
records
despite
the
contract
requirements
for
recordkeeping as well as ordinary bus
iness care.
The
reco
rd
keeping efforts of others resulted in enha
ncing Appellant’s ability
to present a case as to entitlement
and quantum.
Without the
records of others and stipulations of
the parties, Appellant would
have been-eftabie to present a prima faci
of refining the claims through ongoinge case. Appellant’s method
review of the records of
others also resulted in numerous reit
erations of its position on
various claims (some of which were aban
doned) resulting in many
descriptive codes and groupings.
This requires one to carefully
follow
the
evolution
of
various
theories
in
Appellant’s
presentation.
The Board has done so and has rejected App
ellant’s
claims on the merits rather than, as
it would be justified in
doing, on the basis of a failure of App
ellant’s Proof of Costs..
.
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Q

others to include efforts by the clieñt4 himself was the
causation of FMA/SSI conversion, not efforts by CAl.
The
parameters for FMA/SSI entitlement are set forth in the contract
documents.

These parameters may not be relaxed pr expanded by

this Board.
The purpose of the DEAF project was advocacy.
Appellant was
to seek CPA and Maryland MA recipients and represent them to
achieve coversjon to federal entitlements.
The contract
documents cannot reasonably be interpreted to mean that CAl could
simply screen State GTh and State MA clients and wait to see if
any eventually become eigibie for FMA/SSI*
A number of this
population group could be expected to become converted and had
a
n:stcry of conversions from GPA/ltk to SS/FMA w:thout advocacy.
This group was cafled the natural forces or base line group.
This conversion by natural forces (i.e. conversion through client
effort, 3rd party effort other than the Appellant, legal
presumptions of eligibility) was estimated by CAl at 50% and at
25% by the State.
The group of cases which would naturally
convert to SSI/?MA was not foreseen as creating a right to a fee.
Actual sav:ngs necessarily requires some savings over that which
would occur if CAL had never been retained.
CAL was a sole
source for the expert ability to generate revenue by moving CPA
and MA State cost dollars to FMA/SSI Federal cost dollars and
thereby allow State general
reduced cost

fund expenditures to reflect a
for CPA and State MA payments.
The contract

documents were structured to allow a fee for conversions due to
CAL efforts.
This Board concludes the State reduction of
Apllant in presentation for illustrative purposes of a
case to demonstrate fee entitlement clearly showed that the client
in that case without CAl advocacy had filed a claim prior to the
CAL era and that from that client act CAL in hindsight claimed a
fee.
Mr. Copeland testified the only contract requirement was
that CAl screen 6500 recipients of State CPA and State Medical
Assistance for eligibil:ty for federal benefits and nothing else
was required fcr entitlement to a fee.
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Appellant’s fees to account for natural

forces cases was

appropriate and wiii similarly reduce the fees for the Group 74
cases by 25%.
CAl in developing its proof of costs methodology
experimented with several statist:cal models to portray its
alleged entitlement to fees.
A number of these models were
abandoned during the hearing and new models were developed which
Appellant believed would more clearly reflect entitlement.
An
examination of these models revealthe expansive extent to which
Appellant ln:erpretea itS rights to fee entitlement under the
contract documents.
Ftrst, we will revIew some of the abandoned
models.
The parttes discussed the concept of ‘dangling eligibility”.
A review of the record shows that there were at least four
separate articulations of what constituted a dangling eligibility
caseH
In effect, cases which fell into this group were cases
in progress which, for one of several reasons, were not
completed.

In cne sub-group,

cases which were eligible,

but not

(Th,

reconsidered within the six month ruie,’ were allowed
eligibility since the person making the judgment concluded they
would ultimately be determined eligible.
The contract was for
processing cases from State CPA and MA rolls to federal
entitlements and the parties knew from the commencement of the
contract that cases would be in various stages of the process.
Appellant wanted to include all cases close to or approaching
eligibility where State personnel allowed a fee without meeting
all requirements on some, but maintained in general full
eligibility requirements to be met for the majority.
However,
this parcof the dispute was abandoned by CAl during the hearing.
36 There were many varieties
of “dangling eligibility.”
It
became clear early on in the hearing of the appeal that witnesses
referring to cases as “dangling” did not consistently have in mind
_the same type of “dangling” cases.
The six month rule was a State policy that required that
redetermination of eligibility be performed every six months.
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Appellant also argued for entitlement for “retro—cases.
”
These cases were those where the person was aieady converted
to
Federal entitlement and was not a CAl case.
However, CAl would
file a retro—claim for three months elag:bil:ty for the
period
prior to the conversion as allowed by Federal law.
The parties
argued over the number of cases that were retro—on
ly (a/k/a
ninety day cases).
CAl argued that the retro—cases numbered
approximately sixteen n the hope the remainde
r of the retro—
cases would be in a full CAl category of entit
lement in another
one of its case groups.
The State posits approxlmatejy forty
were retro-cases since retr:-case fee
calculation is based on
ninety day and not thirty-six months.
However, the retro-cases
argument was also abandoned by CA: durin
g the hearing.
The record clearly reflects tne ctcos:ng force
s at work n
performances cf this contract.
Appellant used statistical models
which included all possible cases for the long
est period of time
to captue rIte greatest amount of State
medical assistance and
CPA savings, and Increase the amount of
the fees.
The State
resisted Appellant’s apwroach and attempted
to stay within
contract parameters and policy decisions cons
istent with the
provisions of the contract documents
in determining the fee
calculations.
The parties, however, have stipulated throu
ghout
the appeal that statistical models are acce
ptable.
The conflict
then arises over which ones to use.
It ts th:s struggle over how many cases are to
be included
in the correct category and what modifiers of
valuation are
statistically acceptable which has led to
this protracted
litigation.
Even as to the amount of the fees to the undi
sputed
748 cases in Group 74 to which the State conc
edes some fee
entitlement, there still remains for the Boar
d statistical
factors to be or not to be applied which will
affect the outcome.
We now address those factors which apply to
the 74 Group, for
which the Board as a result of the stipulation
of the parties
finds some entitlement.
The factors are the natural forces
factor, the SSDI adjustment factor and the late
billings factor.
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The Board,

as discussed above, will apply a 25%
natural
farces factor to reduce CAL fees for
any case.3
Appellant presented a statistical mo
del to increase the
amount of FMA savings in the Group 74
cases (and thus its fees)
which was labeled the SSDI factor.
Appellant seeks an “SSDI
adjustment” intended to reflect the
fact that the State may save
more than 50 percent of State MA
costs for benef:ciaries who
become e1igble for SSDI and, late
r, Medicare.
See Footncte 44,
below.
While the basic premise of
the potential for such
additional savings is stipula
ted to by the parties the met
hod of
analysis to most accurately ref
lect such actual savings is
disputed.
The Appellant’s analysis assu
mes that Medicare pays 51
percent of Part A costs and 80
percent of Part B costs.
We find
such percentages are too hig
h.
For purposes of illustration, the
relevant figures for 1991 can
be examined.
The Part A deductible
is $628 for beneficiaries wit
h one hospitalization subject to
such payment in 1991.
The cost to the government of
the Part A
program is known to average
$177 per month (the Part A volunt
ary
premium rate), or $2,124 for
the year.
This suggests that
Medicare pays about 77 percen
t of Part A costs for the typical
—
beneficiary with a single hos
pitalization, and many of the
beneficar:es for wh:ch Appella
nt claims entitlement were in
fact
nospitalzea.
nowever, without ncwing what
percentage or
Medicare beneficiaries were hos
pitalized, and what percentage
of
Medicare Part A costs were attr
:butable to them, the true
percentage of savings cannot
be determined)9
With respect to Part B, for alm
ost a decade Congress has set
the monthly premium so that it
covers 25 percent of Part B
-

H CAl accepts
the validity of the natural forc
es adjustment
but maintains it is not provid
ed for in the contract.
The fact
none of the statistical models
used in this dispute are express is
ed
in the contract documents.
This :nformation may be obt
ained from the Health Car
Financing Administration but was
e
not made part of the record.
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program costs.for the aged (exclusive of the annual deductible
and coinsurance amounts).

It also was Appellant’s assumption tht
the medical costs for the disabled are similar.4w
The

deductible and coinsurance are additional

costs tc beneficiaries

with claims (or to whoever pays these amounts on behalf of such
beneficiaries).
Thus Medicare might pay closer to 7) percent
than to 80 percent for Part B.

Eased on the record we find that

the overall average Medicare FFP value is approximately 75
percent and not 67 percer.t as clalmed by Appellant.
The Appellant’s analysis relies on the reported 34.3 month
average aurat:cr. or Appeant cases in tne i4 Group wtn
montns
assumed for FMA status,

24 months for SEDI and 7.3 months for

Medicare.

This f;ure is der:ved from combining the total fee
months with the “remaining” mcnths for the “undisputed” Group 74
and dividing by the 748 members of the group.
However, while
membership in the und:sputed group is stipulated, the number of
fee months and certainly the number of remaining months are not
ascertainable.
The average duration is, the Board finds,
approximately 32.4 months.1: Using that figure, the average FFP
for the 5501 subgroup within Group 74 declines, because the
rnumber of Medicare months is reduced.
—

The distribu:on of the Appellant’s assumed 34.3 months
among FMA, 5501-only, and Medicare months is also questionable.
The 5501 program has a 5-month statutory-waiting period that, in
practice, results in at least 7 months of FMA eligibility.
The
month of disability onset is not ordinarily counted toward the
waiting period, and 5501 benefits are not paid until the third
40 Th45 assumption by Appellant that
medical costs for a person
on SSI are as high as medical costs for a person on 5501 is without
any scientifically supportable study.
4: The State originally used 31 months as the average
duration.
However the State’s expert’s representation of the correct number
of months to use to capture the SSDI adjustments was 32.4 months.
The Board, whie questioning certain assumptions made by the
State’s expert, will
accept
32.4 •months as the appropriate
timeframe.
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That wouid
day after the end of the sixth full calendar month.
Because the onset month
be the 8th month after disability onset.
could be the first month of FMA eligibility,

7 months of

eligibility would normally have passed before SSDI .benefits
This assumes that adjudication of the case is timely,
commenced.
In any event,

which is often not so.
moths is understated,

the number of

aga:n :n;sat:ng the average IF? figure.

Medicare itself does not begin until
5Sf!

low-Fr? MA

the 25th month after

This Is orrar:y the 31st montn after

enttement.

Thus,

disability onset.

fcr the firs: 30 months of potential IMA

eligibillity, Medicare eligibility ordinarily is unattainable.
This also indicates that the number of high-FF? Medicare months
is overstated :n the Ccpeland analysis.

Using an average

duration of 31 months and elim:nating the first 30 as not
Medacare-eiigble, the average number of high-IF? Medicare months
is reduced to 1.
Additionally,

the IF? value used by Appellant of 100

is the maximum possible value and implies that
only receive no State MA benefits
beneficiaries with SSD
percent,

the State.

from

Th:s would be correct only if the SSDI benefit

amounts were so large as to result :n State MA disqualification.
In fact, slightly more than half of the 6SDI-only beneficiaries
SSDI benefits allowing them to remain on the
In such cases, the IF? value is 50 percent.

receive very small
State MA rolls.

Overall, we f:nd that the correct ESDI- only IF? value is
approximately 75 percent, not 100 percent as asserted by
Appellant.
The distribution of FMA and SSDI months for the dually
Even if the
entitled’subgroup is not supported by any evidence.
26 total on-Medicare months assumed in Appellant’s model is
Beneficiaries who
correct the allocation is crtainiy incorrect.
are dually entitled retain SSI and,

thus,

FMA eligibility;

they

have no high-FF? SSDI-oniy months.
Some cases went onto SSDI.
medical
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When a case goes onto SSDI the

bills are paid by others, presumbly the client.

However,

Q

those actual medical costs are not tracked
by State or Federal
authorities because they do not pay them.
Appellant argues that
since the State is not paying these medical bil
ls, CA! has saved
the State payment cf these medical expenses and
is entitled to a
fee.
Normally FNA is calculated at 50% (standa
rd Federal
Participation) for all actual medical
bills, and Appellant’s fee
would be 28% of such 30% saving.
CAl avers in SSD! cases the
State saves 100% s:nce “others”
pay the bill so the fee would be
28% of 100% of the med:cal b1i
.1 However, there are no
official records of these med
ical bills.
Only the client (or
others paying) and the prcvde
rs would have knowledge of what the
actual medical bills would be.
CAl posits that to collect the
actual medical bills ouid be
mpcssible, so they developed an
average medical cost per month base
d upon the actual medical
expense records for their 551 grou
p.
This model was then
subjected to statistical evaluat
ion by State and CAL experts.
Finally, the application of the 5501
adjustment factor to
the entire “undisputed” 748 per
son population is inappropriate.
The adjustment should only be app
lied to the 5501 subgroup within
Group 74.
The factor should be computed so
it produces the
correct adjustment when applied
to the smaller group.
The SSDI adustment can be recomputed
using modified
assumptions as to the FFP values
of SSDI-only and Medicare
months, a more appropriate distribu
tion of the three types of
months (FMA, 5501, Medicare) and
a shorter average duration.
Using the modified assumptions des
cribed above applied to the
distribution of the three classes
of beneficiaries, the average
FFP value is 60.3 percent, rather
than 83.4 percent.
To achieve
the final multiplier for the 5501 adju
stment the 60.5 percent is
42 The App
ellant’s assumption requires a beli
ef that a client
will use more than Cl of the 5501
ben
efit
to
pay its average
medical expenses and makes no allo
wance for the cost of living of
the client.
Appellant would have to meet with the
clients and obtain the
actual bills.
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doubled and then reduced by 100% yielding a factor of 0.21.
At the hearing Appellant concluded .664 was the appropriate
factor to use as a multiplier to capture the SSDI adjustment and
the State expert allowed an 0.21 factor.
Assuming’ the Board
finds entitlement the State has stipulated that Appellant could
ce entitlec to an acaitional tee ot 579,,30 for tne Group 74 SSDa
adjustment of 52S4,748 deraved from the 0.21 factor and the Board
wili not cis:urz t.2at stipuiation.
nowever tne ooarc Ilnas :nat
no SSDI modifier was contemplated by the contract documents.
The
contract dcuments are void of any provision for valuation of CAl
efforts beyond actual savings.

CAl was the client advocate and
was obligated to prov:de records of actual savings to earn a fee.
Wh:le there are contract provisions which envlsion statistical
models for fee evaiuaticn, th:s reconstruction-remedy existed as
a negotiating tool between the parties and the Board denies
Appellant’s claim for an SSDI adjustment as being too
sDeculative, since there is no evidence of actual savings but
only conflict:na test:mony concerning theoretical savings.44

C

Appellant :n reviewang cases in the MNIS for medical bills
ciscoverec a group or cases Witn zeros- tor a iarge numDer ot
months.
In evaluation of the possible reasons for these zeros the
theory of an S5Ei adjustment factor was born.
Since there are no
actual medical bills to find in the records, Appellant created a
statistical model for the medical bills you might expect to find if
you went to the client and asked: did you in fact incur medical
bills in these “zero” months, which bills were paid by you or by
others such as; Medicare, SSDI, 551/Di?
The State FJ4IS showed
“zero” since they did not pay any of the “expected” bills.
To
create the expected medical bills Appellant looked at similar
groups receiving benefits from the State under different State
programs. Appellant then assumed these persons must have the same
medical biU- history of actual bills as those persons with “zero”
months, since in Appellant’s view they are all essentially the same
group

of

people.

“Zero” months occur on the- State 1*115 system where either:
there are no actual medical bills, the client pays the medical
bills, private insurers pay the medical bills, the bills are not
paid by the State nor anyone else. Medicare pays the bill, SSDI
pays the bill or SSI/DI pays the bill.
Nevertheless, Appellant
assumes that these bills exist and that Medicare, SSDI, or SSI/DI
50
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Appellant also argues
“late billings”.

should be entitled to a fee for
Late billings result from the ongoing process

of handling claims,

it

providers are not required to immediately

forward their bills.
submit bills.

Some providers wait a year or more to
However, if a person 15 ThA entitled and cne

calculates the amount of that person’s medical bills on a date
certain one will only find the medical bills submatted as of that
date.
Consequently, the State savings and proportionate fee
amount will be lower, since some of the bills while due and owing
have not been submitted on the date of calculation and would thus
not be reflected n the savings as of that date.
Appellant
argues it is ent:tled to calculate an amount for late bill:ngs
us:ng a stat:st:cal model.
The State denies thas claim, and
mantans only thcse b:lis actually there to be counted up to the
date of termanat:on should be cons:dered in calculating

pays 100% of the bill or an amount equivalent to 100%.
Therefore,
pursuant to Appellant’s theory the State saves 100% with some
adjustments.
Appellant believes 100% should be .834 or 83.4% in
the real world s:nce if these bills ex:st and are paid by Medicare,
SSDI or SSI/Di the theoretical 100% is never actually attained.
in
order to refect the true incremental cost in Appellant’s analysis
you must take (.934 x 2)
1 to reach an .668 5501 factor (wh:ch is
amended to .664 due to a typographica1error).
-

The State expert accepts Appellant’s basic approach,
explanation :n the record, with certain adjustments:

without

According to the State’s expert (whose findings we have in
part adopted)
.605 or 80.5% is a better average of expected
Medicare, 5501 and 551/01 payments for these expected “zero”
months.
Appiy:ng the Appellant’s fcrmuia [(.605x2) -i yields an
0.21 5501 factor. No reason is given for the formula (factor x 2)—
1; it is simply accepted by all to reflect the “incremental” cost.
This forla has an interesting affect on the fee, however.
Appellant says 63.4% of these theoretical medical bills were paid
by Medicare, 5501 and 551/01 and the State says 60.5%; a 23%
difference.
Apply the formula and the difference is .664 to .210
or approximately 300% more. While the theory of an 5501 adjustment
and the difference in arithmetic used by the parties is explained,
proof of the basic assumption needed to support this methodolology
is absent and thus Appellant fails to meet its burden of proof that
“actual savings” were achieved.
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Appellant’s fees.

Appellant’s fees attributable to
late billings include late billings for provider services
performed prior to the CAl era.
To also allow CAl a late
We agree.

Q

billings adjustment for provider services performed during the
CAl era but not submitted until after contractlon termnataon is
an unreasonable interpretation of the contract. The parties knew
from the commencement of the contract there would be a number of
medical bills for provider services that predated the contract
for which CA: would be paid a fee to which they would not
otherwise be entitled and that the process of tracing late
billings was not cost effect:ve.
Appellant took advantage of
that segment of the late b:il:ngs equation.
However, CAl will
not be allowed to also benef:; at the end of the contract.
It is
the responsibility of the falow-on contractor to gather and to
process these late billings.
The Board will not allow any late
billings adjustment, beyond the stlpuiation of the parties.4
if Appellant had remained on the project it would have benefited
from the late b:li:ngs, but nowhere in the contract is it
required or contemplated that providers must have all bills
submited by a date certain, i.e., the date Appellant processed
its various cla:ms.

The vclume of paperwork in the billing
process makes th:s obvious.
Tne parties nave :ur:ner s:: atea as to tne unaisputea 748
persons in Group 74 that 493 were converted to 55! by CAl efforts
resulting in GPA savings of 53,088,464 for which they should
-

receive a 28% fee in the amount of $864,769.82.
Again, the Board
will not disturb the parties stipulation.
However, the Board
will not adopt the legal or factual parameters of any of these
cases as a standard for 551 entitlement beyond the stipulated
group.

.

-

The Board finds that for 551/5501 entitlement Appellant was

4:

A late billings adjustment is included in the 57,860,363
actual savings for FMA converslons stipulated to by the State for
the 748 persons ln Group 74.
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C.

required to locate th& client and obtain authorization to
represent the person.

Appellant was then required to assemble

all financial and technical information,

fie all necessary

reapply f necessary, and advocate through the AU
until a final determination.
forms,

level

Once a favorable determination is achieved, evzdence cf such
conversion must be reflected cn a Federally recognIzed role or
indicee such as a T?QY or SDX.
When the aforementioned is
accomplished prior to November 9, 1988 a fee attaches. If a case
does not meet all of these parameters (except stipulated cases)
no fee is accruable.4: The contract does provide for
negotiation between the parties for 551 conversions not completed
at termlnatiDn.
?owever, the Board will not negotiate for the
parties.
If tne tascs are not tinasnea, an tne amsence or
stipulation, there is no entitlement.
The parties have not agreed as to the affect of natural
forces on the stipulated 493 531 conversions in the Group 74
cases.
The Board apvl:es the natural forces reduction4 of 25%
consastent wath the rat:onale an the FMA sect:on above.
CA! was
not to be pa:d for conversions that would have occurred without
advocacy.
Appellant’s position that they merely had to show some
indacation of CA: involvement in the case during the CA! era to
be entitled to a fee is :ncons:stent with any reasonable reading
of the contract.
-

Further the Board will reduce the fee for the undisputed 748
46 The preliminary Contract
Termination Agreement clearly
states work is to stop.
If Appellant wanted to preserve rights to
pending type cases they should have put it in the termination
agreemeaL.
47 As noted in footnote
38 above, Appellant accepts the
validity of the natural forces adjustment, but argues that the
Board should ignore the State’s statistical 25% assumption for
natural forces, because it is not in the contract documents.
Such
argument, however, is inconsistent with the entire presentation of
Appellant’s proof of costs most of which relies on statistical
assumptions and models none of which are recited in the contract
documents.
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cases by $128,221.58 which rep
resent the parties sti
pulation as
to the costs to maintain Appe
llant’s cases on FMA and pur
sue SS1
appeals in Appellant’s absence.
Appellant asserts that
it is not
liable for such costs.
The Board finds otherwise.
Those cases
were wo

C

rked on by EMA after Appel
lant departed Maryland

.
If CAl
was still on the projec
t it would have incurred :h:
s expense.
However, the stipulated am
ount of overhead will not
be
acoptea y tne Soarc as
to cases outsice or tne i48
uroup 74.
The record reflects a
per case cost of $1,500.00
for the total
cost of processing and
malnca:nlng a case pursua
nt to the
recuirements of the contr
act documents.
Before contract work
began the Appellant estim
ated a cost per case
of $1,500.00.
In
subsequent correstondence
between the partles, thi
s estimate was
referred to as a reascn
abie cost per case.
The Appellant was
paid advanced payments
(out of the 1.2 million)
based upon a
projection of monthly co
sts of approximately $27
0,000.00.
This
figure tas computed bas
ed upon consultant fees,
home and field
office expense, medical
fees, report fees, rent,
equipment
program license fees,
salary and other expens
es.4
At a mnirnum 3,500.00
was the cost per case
in light of the
financial records of Ap
pellant and testimony as
to its expenses.
This áoit per case sho
uld be deducted from any
fee entitlement
beyond the 748 Group 74
cases, in addition to the
“natural
forces” reduction.
The ultimate value of Ap
pellant’-s fee must
reflect the ordinary and
necessary cost to produce
that fee.
The Board having reviewed
the undisputed 748 Group
74 cases
as to EllA and SSI/SSDI fee
entitlement and applied
the reductions
for natural forces, stipu
lated overhead cost,49 fee
s previously

-

42 The
details of these expenses
are given in the Twardow
report and supporting che
icz
cks contained in App. Ex
834.
As noted above the parti
es stipulated that admi
costs
nistrative
for
the Group 74
cas
es
would be
$128,221.58.
redetermination costs we
FMA
re $24,477.60.
AU
costs for SSI cases
were $103,743.SS; $103,7
43.98 + $24,477.60 = $12
8,221.38.
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paid and escrow double payment finds Appellant’s
entitlement
for those cases r esults in a fee of $1,889,001.
The Board now addresses cases beyond the undisputed
748
case in Group 74 for which Appel 1 a nt claims a fee.
Preliminarily, as indicated above, the Eoar
d finds no en titlement
to any group beyond Group 74
:oweer
i
Board had f oun d
entitlement to cases beyond the Group 74 case
s it would apply
both the 23% natural forces red uction and
the $1,500.00 cost per
case reduc:zcn to any such case
An adustment for SSDI would
only have been allowed (had tle Board foun
d entitlement) based on
a multiplier of 0.21 or a State st:puiat
ion as to entitlement.
A
late billings adjustment likew: se wou
ld only have been allowable
if the State stipul ated tnere:o and then
only for conversions up
through June 30, 1989 when by th e term
s of the contract
enrollment of new persons into t he prog
ram was to end.
Appel lan
has categorized i ts cases according to an
events
chronology ii ne of logic general ly us:n
g November 8, 1588 and
December 31, 1988 for operat:ve even
ts.
In all groups, save
Group 10, an ARF (Author:zed Representativ
e Form) or equivalent
as defined by Appellant and d:scussed belo
w exists.
These groups
are as follows:
Group 74
The 748 Group 74 undisputed cases, DHR MRT and
DMAU approval was stipuiatedto.
-

broup

(

Cases claimed by Appellant where only DHR
NRT
approval was given by 11/8/88.

Group 72

Cases claimed by Appellant where DHR MRT
had
reviewed and denied the case by 11/8/88.

Group 71

Cases claimed by Appellant and received by
DHR MRT
without any decision by 11/8/88.

The escrow double payment reduction of
$39,245 represents
a reduction necessary to avo:d paying Appellan
t twice. Pursuant to
the contract escrow provision
§ II(2)(H) the $242,887 paid to
Appellant was 83% of the amount earn
ed.
The amount earned is
$285,749. The difference is $35,243 which will
be paid, if at all,
pursuant to the provisions of § II(2)(H)
at the appropriate time
after remand.
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Group 63

Cases claimed by Appellant and approved
by DHR MRTc..
between 11/9/88
12/31/88.
—

Group 62

Cases claimed by Appellant and returned
for more
work by DHR MRT between 11/9/88
12/31/88.
-

Group 61

Cases claimed by Appellant and only received
by
DHR Mfl between 11/9/88
12/31/88.
(Some of.
these cases were alleged approved by DEA
?-MRT’j.
-

Group 50

Cases claimed by A;peiiant and approved
by DEA?
MRT after 12,31/as.

Group 40

Cases claimed by Appellant with AR?
dates between
i1;/8a
12,31/38 only.
—

Group 10

Cases claimed by Appellant with no
information to
supcort the cia:m but Appellant bel:e
ves it may
f:nd information, I.e. if an AR? exis
ts it has not
yet been located.
See Appendix A to Appellant’s revis
ed Proof of Costs.
Ezceptng Group 74, these groups
range from Group 73 where
the DHR MRT had made a finding of
medical eligibility but no
tna ceclslon nac zeen mace oy tne
DKAJ on tecnnicai ana
:nancas eIg:2I::ty prior to
to Group D wnere tnere IS
no in:ormaticn to support a ciam anc
oniy a nope that
InformatIon will become available.
The Board has denied
entitlement to all of these groups
(save Group 74) for the
following reasons.
Appellant left Maryland on November
8, 1988 or-shortly
thereafter without a list of its clie
nts’ names.
Appellant has
provided no adequate explanation for
this failure.
In fact, the
only list in the record of client nam
es prepared by Appellant
during the pendency of the contrac
t, i.e. during the CAl era, was

The DEAP-MRT consisted of the personnel
who once formed the
Appellant’s Medical Documentation unit
under Mrs. Caudie who were
retained after the Appellant departed.
There was another group Group 30 whic
h was abandoned in
Appellant’s revised ?roof of Costs.
Former Group 30 cases are
resolved under the discussion of entit
lement to anticipatory
profits.
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In preparation
a list containing only several hundred. names.
for the hearing of the appeals, Mr. William Copeland and Messrs
Lourey and Iverso&’ attempted to reconstruct Appellant’s
4.
C:
eor..s.

With very lim:ted exception for illustrative purposes there
were no actual advocacy files introduced in the record.
Virtually the entire presentation of Appellant’s claim is a
review of the records of the State, Federal Government and the
follow on contractor years after termination.
in view of the information vacuum, Appellant’s consultant
Iver Iversen, many months after the mutual termination of the
contract, createc a moce± to cemcnstrate enrcnment” of a case

Mr.

for 551

entitlement.

Taking a complete list of all DEAP names

suolied by the State he scanned through all documents and flies
If a date could be
to find a date rooted in the Copeland era.
that case was listed somewhere in Group 74 through Group
The word “enrolled”
10 and claimed as an “enrolled” caseH
found,

See Phyllis Hartstein testimony.
Iverson was listed in the contract as one of the key
However, due to ilness he played a small role during
personnel.
Mr. Iverson was also Chairman of the Board of Sedna
the CAl era.
See Footnote 28, suvra.
Corporation during the CAl era.
Mr.

Tne an:ormat:on vacuum was pernaps exacerbated y the
The
relationship of the parties during contract performance.
letter
A
parties to this contract were at odds from the inception.
writing campaign of blame and finger pointing by both sides
commenced in the fall of 1987 and commencing in late March of 1988
threats of abandoning the contract by Appellant and termination by
the State are found in the record. Mr. Gerald Martin, while State
contract manager, had generated some 30,000 notes and written
Only a few
records to demonstrate the interaction of the parties.
Certain recoids that Appellant
were introduced into the record.
left in Maryland after contract termination were not retained.
What they consisted of cannot be determined from the record.
--

Enrollment [“enroll”] is a contract term.

Contract,

Based on Mr. Iverson’s information and methodology,
Lourey developed Appellant’s claims for FMA entitlement.
-

1(1).
Mr.
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comes from the contract.

Appellant has interpreted “enrolled” to
mean any caje which has a date in the Copeland era.
Appellant

C

does not suggest that any actual enrollment (signing of a
document by a client autho rizing representation) was necessary
for fee entitlement.
Some of these cases do have si gned
Authorized Representative Fcrms (AEF) for Appellant, but the
majority rely upon cther :ndcia of Apnellant’s representation.
Appellant describes nc:ca of representation as ARF’s or
ecuival ent
This means fr example that if a TPQY (a Federal
Government document refiectng Sn entitlement status) has a date
of Federal action on conversion during the time Appellant was
working co r after they left for some grours, :.e. Groups 63
through 10 or pcrticns thereof) then Appellant claimed a fee for
such case.
Appellant only revewed cases which were successfully
on Federal benefits rolls in reconstruction of itsefforts.
Nowhere n this i1tigaton did Appellant claim work for cases
without pr oof of ccnverscn. However, any case which became
federal’ y

at some t:me before, dur:ng or after
Appellants Involvement in Maryland was ciamed as an Appellant’s
case if actual or theoretical SPA or MA savings could be traced
to the Copeland era and :hrty six months thereafter-.3
The word “enrolled”, however,

is nbt ambiguous.

Appellant

was to go out and find clients, obtain their authority to act and
develop an advocacy file.
If such files exist they ere not
produced,

excepting excerpts for illustrative purposes for a
handful of persons.
Appellant’s interpretation of enrollment is
not a reasonable reading of the contract documents.
The contract
documents do not envision that a client,

third party or other

The record does not reflect the number of cases wor)Zed on
by Appellant for which no FFP was achieved.
The record also does
not reflect the total- r.u.mber of cases screened by Appellant.
This approach is evident in Appellant’s Proof of Costs which
attempts to capture the overall successful impact of FFP for the
DEAF
clients
and does not
attempt to recreate records
of
Appellant’s advocacy work.
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0

force,

whose actions converted a CPA ;r State MA person to

federal benefits would entitle Appellant to a fee.

This contract

only awards a fee for advocacy by Appellant resulting in
conversion.

There can be no entitlement without an Authorized

Representative Form s:gned by a client,

after which Appellant

through advccacy,

even if such advocacy merely consists of
Appellant filing the proper forms and a;pilcations in the prcer
places,

converts the ci:en: to federal benef::s prior to November
9, 1988, the date the tar:Ies mutually terminated th:s contract
for their convenIence.

Appellant argues that as to Group 73, the State had all
elements required and wrongfully denied the cases due to an
erroneous appilcation of Federal law.
This group was at least in
part den:ed el:gbil:ty because they did not meet the financial
requirements of the DMA!).

The record reflects that 60 persons in
Group 73 failed the financial-technical recuirements because the
DMA!) included in their financial resources the Gfl/State only
funded mcn:hiy paymen:.

Apeiant asserts that a correct

reading of

the acolcabie Federal Regulations do not require a
tate ‘MAU to incuce PA, State zunuec payments in caiculaticn
a persons

f:nancal

resources..

0Z

State policy during the

Appellant’s tenure was to Include these amounts.
It was
suggested at the hearing that State policy makers used this more
stringent application as an accounting safeguard.
Wowever, after
Appellant left, the State changed ts policy and did not require

Appellant asserts that this reason for denial was the sole
reason for denial applied to all 940 cases claimed by it to
constitutt- its Group 73.
However, there may have been numerous
other reasons applicable to each specific case for denial.
There
was no case by case explanat:on for denial.
The Board does not
know if any other reasons would or did result in denial for any
Group 73 case.
To
find entitlement,
if
the State
income
determination policy was in error, would require a case by case
analysis to determine if there were any other reasons for DMA!)
denial.
No such evidence was offered at the hearing.
In fact,
where individual cases were discussed the parties could not agree
on the specific reason for denai.
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inclusion of CPA payments in the calculation of the finan
cial
status of applicants for federal benefits.
As a result of this
policy change, Appellant asserts that hundreds of cases whach
were allegedly initially denied on financial eligibility ground
s
and for which Appellant claimed enrollment were later conver
ted
to federal benefits.:. Appellant argues the State should follow
the less inclus:ve (or more liberal) application of the
Federal
Regulations.
We disagree.- The State, for olacy reasons,
consistently recuired incluson of CPA payments in
financial
eligibility determinations.
A State may not do less than
required by Federal law, but nothing prohibits a State
policy
from being more restrictive as that policy relat
es to State
contracts.’
The State also benefits with Appellant from FTP
conversions.
The State was not arbitrary :n :ts determination to
deny FTP claims on financial :neiigibility ground
s.
It is the
State not Appellant that is responsible for repaym
ent of Federal
PartlclDation :f a case was challenged on audit for
financial
ineii;ibiiity.
The State made many ol:cy decisions which affecte
d the DEAP
program, all of whch were within its rights under
the contract
documents.
In one group of cases, the State had a policy of
requarlng redeterminattons every 6 months.
However, this was

Q

waavea for some cases and Appellant was paid a fee
without strict
adherence to that policy.
Appellant has not complai-ned about
such waiver nor does such waiver mean that the State
was required
to waive the GPA payment inclusion in determination
of financial
eligibility.
Appellant cannot dictate to the State what its

The State change in policy affected only 42 of the 60 cases
previously denied under the old policy out of a total
asserted
Group 73 of 540 persons.
‘ Caution must be exercis
ed in not confusing the federal rules
pertaining to CPA and medical assistance under Social
Security.
CPA payments are not dependent on a finding of age,
blindness or
disability as set forth in the Social Security Act
under 551.
Compare 42 CFR § 416.1124 with 42 USCA
§ 1396a (a)(1O)(C)(i)(III).
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(

policy should be, but must necessarily work within the confines
of both State and Federal guidelines.
Finally we note that as to some cases in Group 73, work was
obviously done by others after Appellant left Maryland and such
work by State employees and the follow on contractor was not
addressed by Appellant as to what degree the advocacy of others
may have resulted in conversion for any specific person.tJ The
tact someor.e :s convertec and Appellant has an ARE or
egu:valent
is not enough for entitlement.
Even if Appellant had an ARE for
every case in Group 73,t4 the contract requirements
including
DMAU approval were not completed prior to contract
term:nation on
November 9, 1988.
Group 72 takes one more step further away than Group 73
from
the fee eligibility requzrements of the contract docum
ents since
there had been no determination by the DHR MRT that the
person
was medically eligible for FE?.
The contract requires approval
by a Med:cai Rev:ew Team çMRT) for medical eiigbii:ty.
In
Maryland, the ceclston making authority was delegated
to the
State by the Federal Government.
Prior to the Copeland era, the
State had a contract w:h a s:ngie physician and a socia
l worker,
wh:ch comprised the State Mfl.
The State used a physician and
social worker because it was requredby Federal law
in the
definaton of MRT.
However, the DEAP project was contracted on a
grander scale and medical review of the records of many more
persons than could be handled by the existing MET was
anticipated.
The parties disagreed for months over what would be
the MET and who would pay the costs.
Finally, itwas agreed
Appellant would establish and pay for the DHR MRT and it would
not be supervised by Appellant.
In this way, there would be no
conflict of interest between Appellant and the State delega
ted
MET decision maker the DHR MET.
However, as discussed in
This issue was not addressed by Appellant for any group.
73,

64 Appellant
could not locate an ARF for some persons in Group
61
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Footnote 8,

Finding of Fact 13,

the Appellant argues that its
house medièai records group constituted the MRT called for by the
contract.
Appellant harea Mrs. Patricia Caudie, a curse familiar
with medical

evaluation with a background in SSA claims

administration,

to handle its in-house medical

records group.

However, Mrs.
wcrker.

Caudle was tic: a physician nor a licensed social
This in-house unit reviewed, requested medical

records and set up exam:na::ons and prepared the tile for DHR MRT
submission.
Mrs. Caudie testified she never considered herself
as the MRT.
Appellant’s assertIon that final approval of medical
eligibility was achieved by 1t5 in—house group finds no support
n the record.
The defin:::cn of MRT, as found ifl the contract,
is not ambiguous and must ccnform to minimum federal standards.
Appellants argument that the medical records collection and
evaluation staff (Medical Documentation unit) headed by Mrs.
Caudle was the MRT for purtoses cf determining med:cai
eigabiiity s no: suctor:ed by Apeliant’s own w::nesses, and
controverts any reasonabe read:ng of the appicabie contract
provisions and Federal

and State reauirements.

Appellant is a

sole source contractor who obtained this contract based upon its
asserted expertise and should have been aware that it could not
obtain med:cai eligibility without evaluation by an MRT comprised
of a physician and social worker.
Also the clients listed :n Group 72 takes one a step further
away frcm the ikeihood Appellant would have engaged ifl any
sgni:icant aavocacy on nenast or :ne ciient otner tnan
collection and forwarding of medical records and forms to the DHR
MRT.
In any event, these cases were denied by the DHR MRT prior
to contract termination on November 9, 1988 and one of the
requirements for fee enttiement under the contract was thus not
met.
Group 71 cases claimed involve cases received by the DHR MRT

In Maryland a “soc:al worker” must be licensed to use that
designation.
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without any decision by the DHR MRT by November 8,

1988.

Appellant could not have possibly known if these cases had
eligibility,

since this grcup by definit:on includes persons for

whom the work was not fznshed.
The next grouP of cases
ana 40)
9,

62,

61,

30

1&S& and apply various levels of

preparation to each group.
15

63,

extenc :ne ternt:na::cn cate c: ;ne contract trom Novemer

1988 to December 31,

1983

çcoiiect:veiy Groups

The 3oard has found that November 9,

the term:na::cn date and that no work would be done by

Appellant after November 2,
terminate the

contract

extend the date

of

19S8.

The partIes mutually agreed to

by agreement dated Ncvember 9,

:er:na::on

the action of the par::es.

to

December 31,

1538.

To

1588 contradicts

The Appellant’s argument for

extens:on for en::tiemen: far work :n progress being conducted by
otners a:ter

ror Group
ascertainable

Le:: Maryanc Is rejectec.

It

,

in

nppe.

an: nas no zn::rmaton, not even a cate

the Copeland era.

Consequently,

there is no

pred:cate for a f:ndng of ent:tlement for the record is void.
Appellant also cia:ms fee entitement for FMA and SSI
conversions for another group of oases classified by Appelant as
An:cpatory Frof:: cases):
Appellant avers if they had been
on site unt:l

the date cr:ginaiiy plannd in the contract for

them to transfer the project to the State in 1992
agreement not•

term:nated),

(i.e.

had the

they would have processed an

additional number of cases with consequent GTh and MA savings.
Appellant has estimated such savings at $48,346,780 attributable
to cases it claims would have been enrolled by June 30,

1989,

the

date set forth in the contract after which there would be no new
enrollments.

Consequently,

Appellant claims a fee of $13,337,198

for lost anticipatory prcfi:s on such alleged savings.

This

calculation is based purely upon statistical projections.
work was actually done by Appellant.

No

The Board has previously

They were also called Group 30 cases in the early stages of
the hearing and in parts of the record.
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suggested to the parties to th:s dlspute that COMAE does not
allow anticipatory profits that have not been ear’ned up to the
date of termination.
Maryland General

‘

The Board concludes that neither the

Procurement Law nor COMAE provide for

anticipatory profit for work net performed, and Appellant’s
claim is denied.
The State has not directly challenged the estimates of
savings for groups beyond Group 71 because
no entitlement.

it

believes there is

The Board agrees that there is no entitlement

for those groups nor for Groups 73,

72 and 71.

However,

Board had found entitlement, it would have reduced all
fee calculations

if the

estimated

for such groups by a 15% reduction for natural

forces oases and by a 51,500.00 cost per case.

Absent

stipulations the Board would not have allowed any SSDI

adjustment

or late billings adjustment.
The Board,

hav:ng revIewed enttiemen: and quantum for the

Group 74 ;hrcugh Grout 10 and Antiopatory Profit cases,

turns

now to the Appellant’s other claims.

COMAE 21.07.01.12 Termination for Convenience prohibits
reimbursement for anticipatory profits that have not been earned up
to the date of termination.
The General Procurement Law does not
provide for anticipatory profits that have not been earned up to
the date of
for
termination.
It
does mandate Termination
Convenience and Default clauses in ai
State procurement contracts.
The clauses as set forth in COMAE define the remedces and damages
allowed.
See M&M Hunting Preserve, MSBCA 1279, 2 MSBCA ¶ 145
(1987).
The same result obtains, i.e., the same legal principles
apply, whether the parties use the long form termination for
default or convenience clause as set forth in COMAE or a short form
v e rs i on.
Th€ Board has never allowed anticipatory profit in a
contract dispute for work not performed. However, in Dewey Jordan,
Inc., MSBCA 1569 (1991), the Board suggested that if an Appellant
could show evidence of “willful breach”, as where the contractor
was terminated without good faith to specifically deny profits and
require the contractor to only perform that work where the profit
was minimal thus denying the contractor the benefit of its bargain,
there may be a predicate for considering the appropriateness of an
award of anticipatory profit. The record does not reflect any such
willful breach by the State in the instant appeal.
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c_i

3.

Back Claims

Appellant claims fees for “back claam” work.
A back claim
as previously indicated is a method of capturing
State savings
for items passed over for a variety of reasons by
the State’
annual Reconciliation Run. Once a year the State
performed a
massive transactzonal comparison of the flow
of beneftts and
Federal Financ:ai Partac:patlon
:n those benef:ts known as a
Reconciliation Run.
it is a true audit of these transac
tions and
after sorting through tens of thou
sands of transac::ons w:li g:ve
a gross monetary amount of how much
the State owes the Federal
Government or vice versa.
Thts compariscr. Invoves a mass:ve
amount of data.
Thus State poitcy was only tc print a copy
of
one of every 1CC ccmparisons for ind:v
idual cases, otherwise
massive printout would result.
The contract as executed on 3uiy 7,
1987 d:d not
spec1::caiy provice zor AppeAsan:
to claim a tee for oacs
Cla:ms.
However, the LEA? project was :n fina
ncial difficulty
and Appellant rea;ed that by mak
ing some data processing
changes to the back claim paramete
rs,
additional large suns of
Federa ?ar:ic::a:cn could be reaso
nably claimed.
The contract
dtd provide for expansion of Appellan
t’s effort for revenue
enhancement with the consent of the
State.
The State agreed to
assist the financially troubled App
ellant and the parties
provided fcr back claim endeavors
in the MOU.
The operative
language provided:
“CAl’s financial interest in such
baokciaiming shall be imi:ed for cases for
which current claims are made for the
first
time on or after 1/1/68, to:
(A)

those individual cases who have been iden
tified and

The information compared by a Reconcilia
tion Run is dynamic,
and therefore reflects the status of
the accounts only for the date
the run is completed.
An example would be the assumption that enti
tlement should
be found at an earizer date in a client’s
claim.
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accepted as “Copeland Cases” as hereinafter identified,
for any part of which cases periods of backclaim shall
be counted as part of the total 36 months of maximum
CAl participation in a case; or
(B)

to any future net addition to a “backclaim” which CAl
during its active participation in this project may
discover and bring to attention after such”backclam”
has been prepared and fiied by the State, totalling no
more than 36 months of CAl ;artcpatIcn in a case.

Notwithstanding the generality and inclusiveness
of interest in populations and time periods here
specified to lnvolve a CAl interest In backclaaming, ft
is expressly uncerstood and agreed that CAl makes no
c±am with respect to any such “backclaim” prepared and
filed for federal payment prior to 11/1/87 by DHMH.
Th:s is an express recognition by all partIes that
tnere was a need for continuity of process after
6l5/87 as respcns:b:lty was being relayed to and
assumed by CAl.
it also recognizes that by 11/1/87, it
was clearly established that CAl had participated in
d:scussons and d:sclosures and shared technical
ntcrmat-on respecting “backciaims” suffcent to
estabish its r:ght and Interest n any claim filed
thereafter wth respect to the defined population and
periods.
MCU pp. 5-6.
Appellant began working on backolaims and was paid
$1,713,802 in fees prior to termination.
However, Appellant
claims it is entitled to additional fees on various back claims
as set forth in Finding of Fact No. 24 under its interpretion of
the MOU.

The State rcut:nely made reconciliation runs (a/k/a
back claims) before the contract at issue herein was entered
into.
These back claims produced an unusually large refund to
the State and from an audit point at view “stuck out like a sore
thumb”.

This concerned State officials as an invitation for
Federal idit and to avoid this the State decided to split up
recovery of 11? that would be generated by any given back ciam
and spread it over several future claims.
The Appellant ran
those future claims, and the State subtracted from Appellant’s
fees that portion of the claim which related.to the prior back
claims prepared and filed in part by the State.
Appellant argues
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“

it should be paid on all of the back claims, even if the amoun
t
included prior State work.
We disagree.
The contract s clear
adm
and
its of but one constructlcn.
Enttiement for back
claims attaches to those cialms prepared and f:ied w:th
Appellant’s input subsequent to November i, 1987.
The Appellant addt::naiiy wants the incluson of 5269,5
27
in late biiings in tts back ciam fees under the same theo
ry of
late billings ad:ustment described earlier that providers
should
submit their bills iediatey.
4e find no entltiement for a
late billing adjustment for back claims.
This adjustment is not
reascnabie ifl laght of the ongoing process of btlln
gs by
providers and is not provided for in the contract.
Appellant is
only ent:tied to back cialms which they prepared
and filed
resulting :n actual savings to the State.
The State patâ
Appellant $1,713,602 for back claims.
The Board finds that is
the correct amount to be pa:d under the cont
ract.
Appellant is
not CfltitLCC to any compensatIon :cr amounts pena
ng trom
crevious back ciams or any back caims filed
in the future.’4
C.
Mscellanecus Cla:ms and Adjustments
The 3ca:d next addresses the remaining miscellan
eous
modifiers or ad3ustments and classes of claims
which have not
When the meaning of a contract is clear and unamb
iguous it
is inappropriate to consider extrinsic evid
ence to explain a
party’s
different
interpretation
of
its meaning.
Dominion
Contractors,
Inc.,
MSBCA 1040, 1 MIC?EL ¶18 (1982) at p. 8;
Interceunty Construction Corooration, MOOT 1036,
2 MICPEL 1164
(1987).
The written language embodying the terms of an
agreement
will govern the rights and liabilities of the parti
es, irrespective
of the intent of the parttes at the time that
they entered the
contract, unless the written language is not susc
eptible of a clear
and definjte understanding. Cam Construction Compa
ny, MSBCA 1088,
1 MIC?EL ¶62 (1983) at p. 6.
‘

Appellant originally made claim for additiona fees
l
in the
amount of $685,331.00.
During the hearing it discovered it had
already been paid such amount so that portion
or the claim for
backclaims was withdrawn.
The parties have stipulated that
Appellant is entitled to an additional $3,000
in fees for the runs
set forth in Appendices G-2 and 0-3 up to and inclu
ding the run on
9/10/SB.
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been abandoned,’1 reorganized or merged,’4 redef:ned
or
otherwise disposed of bythe numerous revisions to
Appellant’s
Proof of Costs.
Appellant seeks an adustment çi.e. fees) for “pha
rmacy
assistance claims” in the amount of 5305,253 for phar
macy
backciaims from 12/31/as to 6/30/89.
We find no entitlement.
These claims were not rec:ted in the cont
ract documents and
despite Appellant’s request to expand
into such area, FFP
therefrom was not actually ca:med by
the State until late in the
tAX era.
Further, the prohibition on anticipatory
profit will
not support inclusion of these alleg
ed anticipated amounts
captured by others after termination
for which the Appellant
performed no work.
Appellant agrees that an adjustment for
mortality should be
appied.
However, the record does not contain a factu
al
predicate for a fr.dir.g of an actual
mortality rate other than
the fact some of the GTh/MA topulat:on died
during the litigation
period.
A mortality factor :s included in the parti
es
st:puiatcn of G?A and FiA savings in
the Group 74 cases.
As d:scussed above. Appellant also mak
es several
statist:cai-averaged prc]ec::cr.s for
its anticipatory profits
cases :ncludng backciais.
None of these projections are
supported by the record.
Any finding of entitlement must be
based upon actual savings not, by way
of example, an assertion by
Appellant that the State should expect
average annual increases
in FFP of 12.0325%.
There was no factual presentation as to the
basis of these anticipatory profit claim
s during the hearing and

• Examples
of abandoned theories of recovefy are Exce
ss Zero
Claim Months Adjustment, Remaining Months
Adjustment (abandoned as
to the Group 74 cases at that point when
36 months from November 8,
1986 had run), Case Group 30, Retro Case
s and Dangling Eligibility
cases.
71

Zero
Adjustment.

and

Remaining

Months
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were

merged

into

the

SSDI

they are denied.
State Ciams

-

The State asserts a claim for alleged revenue loss in the
DHR and DHMM FY 1983 and FY 1989 budgets n the amount of
53,175,768.
Responder.ts characterize their contract w:th Appellant as
a
contract to save the State a sum certa:n by a date certaln.

By

terms,

this was an Agreement
organlze and carry out a program
tctrcv:de the serv:zes descr:bed
for
the puprpcse of ezabln; the max:mum number
or d:sabled and potentially disabled General
Pubic Assistance and State Medlcai
Ass:s:ance rec:t:en:s and appi::ants to
rece;ve
[federal benef:ts]

ltS

.

.

.

.

.

.

a minimum expectation, the hypotheses
and projections contained ifl the CONTRACTOR’S
report [Append:x A)
shall be followed
to the extent of screening all persons found
to be n the h:ghest 20% of Medical
Assstance users in the current GTh
pcpujaton.”
.

Contract,

1(1).

Appellant d:d not assume a contractual obigaton
to save
the State a particular sum of money.
Appellant contracted to
“take all reasonable actions necessaryto achiev
e
savings
...

or S4.z mLon n : £S2j.
Contract,
i(z).
In Appenax
A, Appellant projected estimated State savings for
FY 1988 of
$28.65 millIon and even greater savings for FY 1989.
DHR and
DHNH budgeted certain of these projected (anticipat
ed) savings
from the DEAP project before the contract was
executed and before
the Board of Public Works had approved the cont
ract.
The—State’s claim for revenue loss, although style
d as a
claim for unrealized sav:ngs, is the equivalen
t of a claim for
lost profits
i.e., it seeks to hold CAl accountable for
estimated revenue the State believes CAl should
have generated
‘

—

•Z As noted
above, Appellant’s anticipatory profits claims are
denied on other grounds as well.
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had the contract been performed.
Maryland applies the ob5ective law of contract
interpretation.
See General Motors Acceptance Coro. v. Daniels,
303 Md. 254, 261-262 (1985); State Highway Admin.
v. Greiner, 83
Md. App. 621, 638-539 (1990).
Applying sucfl a standard, and in
the absence cf any suggest:cn of ambiguity adva
nced by the
part:es, we tiflO no ianguage :n tne contract
pursuant to wn:cn
tne Appesan: agreec to acn:eve a m:n:
mum amount o: savangs :n
9S8 anc tf 189.
tne parties nac Intencec tnat Appeianc
wotna acn:eve tnrcugn its acvccacy e::o
rts a mlnmum LeveL or
savings (or :ncease :r. revenue throu
gh conversion of CPA and
State MA recipients to federal entit
lements) they should have so
stated in the contract.
Language obligating the contractor to
take “all reasonable ac::ons necessary
to achaeve
savings,”
and language estatzng levels of
savings (i.e. “the hypotheses
and proecticns contained in the CONT
RACTOR’S report” [Appendix
A)) do not r:se to the level of a cont
ractually mandated minimum
sav:ngs guarantee.
e aiso note tr,at tne mutua’ termination of
the contract ifl November of 183, less
than 4-1/2 months into FY
1989, would v:::a:e any :ialm for
unrealize
savings for FY 1?89.
Accordingly, the State’s claim for 53,1
75,768 in alleged revenue
loss is den:ed.
...

-

CredIts
The partIes have stipulated that the valu
e of CA! inventory
acqulrec cy tne State upon termination
of cite contract on
November 9, 1988 was $39,856.80, and App
ellant is entitled to a
credit for such amount.
The parties have stipulated that the valu
e of the PDP-11 and
ancillary computer equipment acquired by
the State on November 9,
1988 and thereafter used for the State
’s own purposes was
$47,000.00 as of November 8, 1988 and App
ellant is entitled to a
credit for such amount
The record also reflects that the State
paid 530,568.95 to
approximately 24 vendors for services rend
ered to Appellant prior
to mutual contract termination on Novemb
er 9, 1988.
The Board
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(5)

has found that such expenses were reasonable and incurred
in
performance of the DEfl proJect by Appellant in the
September/October, 1988 timeframe and that payment was
necessary
to keep the DEAP project in operation.
Accordingly, the State is
entitled to a credit for its payment of $30,368.95 to
various
vendors.
Firalj,

te State _s e”:_:ea to a crec.t of $65,290 2o
:or
its payment a: DEA? prcect operating expenses tor
tne perica
November 1, 1988 through November 8, 1988 as
discussed in Finding
of Fact No. 35 and a credit for 553,999.74
for DMAU costs as
discussed r. F:nding of Fact No. 61.
P redeci s zon Interest
ne moarc cetermlnes :n ::s :scretion tnat
it :s not
aprcpr:ate to award predecision Interest on
any award of monies
or equitable adjustment to either party here
in except as
specifically set forth below.
See § 13-222, State Finance and
Procurement Article.
The Board determines in sun-nary that each party
is ent:tied
to the following monetary awards and/or
credits with interest as
noted.
A.

State

1.

The 1.2 million advance represents a known
amount with a
contractual promise to repay.
Accordingly, the State is entitled
to be paid its $1,200,000 advance with inter
est in this case.
See § 15-211, State Finance and Procurement
Article; Affillated
Distil. v. R.W.L. Cc., 213 Md. 509, 516—517
(1557).
interest
shall accrue at the various rates of interest
applied to the 15%
of fees escrowed and withheld from Appellant’s
fees from October
31, 1988 through January 31, 1992 and thereaftef
at the rate of
10% per annum until the date of this decision.
Following the
date of this decision the rate of interest
on the total amount
owed (including interest) as of the date of
this decision shall
be at the rate of interest or. judgments.
2.

The State is entitled to be reimbursed for the
DEA? proJect
costs incurred during the period November
1, 1988 thrbugh
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November 8,

1988 in the amount of $63,290.26.

The State is

likewise entitled to be reimbursed for the DMAU costs in the
amount cf 553.999.74.
Interest :n such amounts shall only accrue

from the date of this decision until paid at the rate of Interest
on judgments.
3.

The State is entitled to be reimbursed for its payment of
DEAF project invo:ces frcm varzous vendors in September and
October 1938 for expenses :ncurred by Apeliant necessary to 3EAP
project operations in the amount of $30,568.95.
Interest on such
amount shall only accrue from the date of this decision until
paid a: the race of nteres: on judgments.
B.

Accellant

Appellant :s entatied to be paid, after deduction of fee
amounts alreacy pa:t C anc escrow amount ama appi:cat:on ot tate
various ad;ustmen:s
discussed above, a fee of 51,889.O01’
1.

Appellant was pald $242,887 in fees.
:.e.
ad:ustmen:s as discussed above
late cIi1:n;s, mortality and overhead.
,

I.

forces,

Total State Sav:ngs (jncjüdinc mortality and late biilins
aclustmentsi
5Th Savings
FMA Savings

$ 3,088,464
7,860,363
Total
Fee Percentage
Fee

2.

for natural

$10,548,827
K
.28
3,065,672
$

Adjustments

Less:
Natural Forces (.25)
State Costs for 748 Cases
Fee Payments
Escrow Double Payment

S

Subtotal

$ 1,176,671
72
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766,418
128,121
242,887
39,245

-.

N

relating to the 748 Group 74 cases.

Interest on such amount
shall only accrue from the date of thas decision at the rate of
interest on judgments.
We have been advisec of the escrcwed funds and non-escrowed
funds withheld from CAl’s fee payments (see FindIng of Fact No.
32) and ADpellant at the hearing and in post hearing briefs has
asserted entitlement to these funds.
As of January 31, 1992,
principal

and interest on the escrowed funds totalled 5372,965.84
and principal amounts and interest thereon of funds withheld
from
Appellant but not deosited into escrow totalled $82,954.05.
This matter is remanded for action by the parties consistent
with
the provisions of § II(2)(H) of the contract.
2.
As noted
Fnd:ngs of Fact Ncs. 33 and 54, Appellant is
entitled to a cred:: a;a:nst amounts otherw:se owed to the State
of 559,836.80 for inventory and $47,000.00 for computer
egu:pmen;.
:z:erest :n such cred:ts snaIl only accrue from the
cate o: tn:s cec:s:on at tne rate ot interest on juogments.
3.
The par::es have st:puiated that Appellant is entitled to an
add:tonai fee of 53,000 for back cia:ms.
Interest thereor. shall
only accrue from the date of this decision at the rate of
nterest on udgmen:s.
In all

other respects the cla:ms of the parties are denied
and the appeals are remanded to the State for act:on consistent
with this opinion.
-

3.

Recap

S 3,063,672
1476,671
Total

$ 1,889,001
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Dated:

J/r..2_. ,I,

Robert B.
Chat rman

/2 a..
Harr:son

III

mN/
Neal S. Malone
Board Member

I

concur:

I
Sneicon H. Press
Board Menber

x

x

C

Icer::fy;ha; tne :oregoing s a true copy
of the Maryland
State Boaro or Contract Appea:s oec:s:on
tn MSBCA 1408, £4i1 anu
1576, appeals of COFELAND & ASSOCIATES, INC
under DGS Contract
No. IMA/CS—C6S8—324.
Dated:

.W’L

,cQ
/

L”.

14//f
Marriscilla
Re co r de r

74
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C:

